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THE DISAPPEARING GUN CARRIAGE.

For several days during this month trials have been

made on the parapets of the old fortificationsat Sandy

Hook of a new disappearing gun carriage, the first of

its kind ever built in this country for use with large

guns. Our illustrations represent the gun upon this

carriage in firing position, and as it is moved back and

lowered behind the battlements after firing. The gun

is one of the new all-steel breech-loading rifles, and in

its backward movement it is lowered eight feet, thus

bringing it out of the direct range of an enemy's fire

while being loaded and prepared for the next dis

charge. The trials

thus far are said to

have been emi

nently satisfactory

to the United States

army officers in

charge, and the de

signer and inventor

of the carriage, Mr.

H. A. Spiller, of the

South Boston Iron

Works, is reported

to have only a few

slight changes to

suggest to thorough

ly perfect the practi

cal working of the

carriage in all its

parts.

The first test was

made December 4, a

powdercharge of 170

pounds being then

used in the gun, and

since that time further trials have been made with

steadily increasing charges, almost the full ordnance

charge of 250 pounds having been of late employed.

The full charge is stipulated to be such as will give to

a projectile weighing 575 pounds an initial velocity of

1,975 feet per second. Steel of donestic manufacture is

used exclusively in the carriage and its operation is

automatic throughout, the great gun appearing to

come to firing position with as little trouble as the

army soldier experiences in bringing up his musket to

take airn, while, after firing, the recoil is checked so

smoothly that the gun settles down behind the ram

TESTING THE PNEUMATIC DISAPPEARING
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part without the slightest shock. The carriage weighs,

complete, fifty-five tons. Its slide is pivoted well in

front, in order that it may be traversed to a position

parallel with and close to the parapet and bomb-proof,

for greater security in loading, while it permits of

motion for firing through a horizontal angle of 120

deg. The trunnions of the gun are mounted on the

upper ends of two strong elevating levers, the lower

ends of which are pivoted to the slide, and the gun is

raised to firing position by means of compressedfair

acting on a piston working in a cylinder beneath. The

piston rod is connected to the elevating levers by a

cross-head, on each

end of which are

friction rollers work

ing in elongat ed

bearings in the

levers, whereby the

arc inotion of the

latter perinits a rect

ilinear motion of the

cross-head. Saddles

fit over flanges on-

* - - the slide to give di

rection to the cross

head and additional

support to the gun

when in the firing

position.

The compressed

air for the cylinder is

designed to be sup

plied ordinarily by

an engine working

an air compressor,

but a hand pump
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capable of doing the work in drill practice is also pro

vided. The compressed air is supplied to the cylinder

from the receiver, when the gun is in lowered position,

at a pressure of 1,100 pounds to the square inch, and

in raising the gun the pressure in the cylinder and re

ceiver is reduced to 325 pounds to the inch. As the

gun falls back in the recoil the air in the receiver is

again compressed, the air then acting as a cushion

to take up the force of the recoil, while the air pres

sure in the receiver is so well kept up in this way as

not to need renewing for considerable periods at a

time. A by-pass valve operated by a handwheel

admits the air to the underside of the piston when the

gun is to be raised, and side buffers assist in support

ing the gun when it is down.

To train and elevate or depress the gun, a small re

versible air engine is employed, located in a protected $5.00

position under the gun, and provided with a follow-up

stop motion valve controlled by a hand wheel, the

coln pressed air being supplied from the receiver. The

slide is traversed by beveled gears engaging in a rack,

and worm gears connected with a cross-shaft which

gears to the crank shaft of the engine. The elevation

or depression of the gun is effected by a rod extending

from near its breech to an adjustable connection with

the rack, the rod working in line with the elevating

levers after the manner of pivoted parallel rulers. The

required adjustment of the rod upon the rack to give

any desired elevation or depression of the gun is

readily calculated, and can be easily effected.

In addition to its use in raising and lowering and

training the gun, compressed air is also employed to

assist in the loading. Upon a carriage beneath the

breech, when the gun is in lowered position, rests the

projectile, which weighs 575 pounds, but on the open

ing of the proper valve the carriage rises to a conven

ient position for pushing the projectile into the open

breech, and this work is then performed by a pneu

Inatic raininer, shown in the illustration. In a similar

manner the powder is elevated and forced home in the

rear of the projectile, the full charge being 250 pounds.

Quite a number of pneumatic and hydraulic disap

pearing gun carriages of various patterns have been

built and experimented with in Europe, but all of

them, so far as they have been tried, have failed to

come up to the practical service standard which the

officials of our ordnance departinent have sought to

attain. The carriage now being tried was built by the

Pneumatic Gun Carriage and Power Company, of

Washington, and after the preliminary rounds, to test

the working and adjustment of the several parts, ten

rounds of full service charges are to be fired in the gun,

as directed by the ordnance board, and ten more rounds

as rapidly as the gun can be served.

-

-

-

Natural and Artificial Asphalts.

A correspondent of the Railroad and Engineering

Journal takes occasion to lay stress upon the essential

difference between natural asphalt and certain coal tar

products. A well made paint, the body of which is

true natural asphalt, can be subjected to any amount

of heat not exceeding that of boiling water, and even

on vertical surfaces will not run. Moreover, its cover

ing power is great, and its toughness and adhesive

ness remarkably enduring. The use in trade of the

term asphalt as applied to certain coal tar products has

led to some confusion of mind upon the subject. While

these artificial products bear a certain resemblance in

some of their physical properties to natural asphalt, the

two commodities are chemically very dissimilar. They

are so wide apart in their natures, that it is as impro

per to classify them under the same name as it would

be to confuse “things volatile and involatile, or de

structible and indestructible.” There is no product of

coal tar, short of the final residuum of coke in the still,

the constituent oils of which do not gradually vola

tilize in the sun's heat; and coal tar products suitable

for use as paints also easily become fluid when exposed

to sun heat, until by evaporation they become so far

brittle as to solidify, after which, a little further pro

gress in the same direction causes them to perish and

scale off. On the other hand, the constituent oils of

natural asphalt are absolutely non-volatile at the high

est sun temperature, and the material does not oxidize

under any atmospheric conditions.

*

-

-*

Invest Wisely.

The remittance of $3 for one year's subscription to

the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for the coming year will be

a good investinent, but there is one that will pay bet

ter, and that is to send $7 and receive both the SCIEN

TIFIC AMERICAN and SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLE

MENT during 1892. With the weekly receipt of the two

papers, the subscriber will have placed before him all

the scientific, engineering, and mechanical news of the

day.

CELLULOSE-made of the ground fiber of cocoanut

is coining into favor as buoyant inside armor for war

ships. When penetrated by a shot the hole soon closes,

so as to practically exclude the water. Our new cruis

er, No. 9, will have this improvement.

- "
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THE NEW STEAM FERRY BOAT BREMEN.

It is gratifying to note that the spirit of improve

ment which prevails among the builders of ocean

steamers extends also to river and ferry boats. The

latter are among the most important of vessels, as the

lives and safety of thousands of people are dependent

upon their proper construction and management.

In 1888 we printed an illustrated article describing

the Bergen, of the Hoboken Ferry Co., this city, the

first of the new style of double screw ferry boats.

This use of a screw at each end of the boat, driven by

a colniuon shaft, proved so satisfactory that the John

McCullough was built for the Erie ferries, and the

Cincinnati was built by the Pennsylvania R.R. Co.

The owners of the Bergen, gratified by her success,

have now built two new vessels of the same general

style, the Bremen, just completed, and the Haumburg,

which will soon be placed in commission. There will

then be five screw ferry boats on the Hudson River at

New York, representing the four different kinds of en

gines, all of then applying the power in the same

manner as the Bergen.

The Bremen has an upper cabin deck, three large

cabins, excellent speed, and is easily handled.

The main deck is divided in the usual way, a cabin

on either side, with space between for vehicles and

teams. All the machinery is below deck. The lower

cabins are 156 ft. between entrances, with a mean

breadth of 14 ft. and are 12 ft. 16 in. high. The wo

men's cabin is finished in natural oak, with salmon

color panels ornamented with gold. The Inen's cabin

is in antique oak, with decorations to harmonize. The

seats, of mahogany throughout the boat, number 464.

A marked feature of each of the three cabins is the

uninterrupted view from end to end, the graceful

curve of the lines not being broken by the old-time

paddle boxes. The upper cabin is an unobstructed sa

loon, 97 ft. long, 36 ft. wide and 10 ft. high, surround

ed by a hood deck averaging seven feet in width and

eight feet in height. The boat is lighted by gas, and

heated by the Sturtevant system of forced circulation,

renewing the air every five minutes, and the tempera

ture is regulated by electro-therinostats.

The hull was built by T. S. Marvel & Co., New

burg, N. Y. The material is mild steel throughout.

The dimensions are: Length of L. W. L., 217 feet;

length over all, 222 feet; beam L. W. L., 35 feet;

beam over guards, 62 feet ; draught loaded, 11 feet;

depth of hold, 17 feet; displacement, L. W. L., 900

tons. *

The frames are 21 inches apart. Every third frame

is a belt, except those in the engine and boiler com

partments, where every frame is a belt. The keel is of

the plate pattern, % inch thick and 24 inches deep,

against which the frames butt on either side. A steel

rider plate % inch thick and 30 inches wide is placed

on top of the keel, and floor plates extend the entire

length of the vessel. There are three main thwart

ship bulkheads, one amidship and the others about

40 feet from either end. Between the latter extend

longitudinal bulkheads on each side of the vessel,

leaving a mean space between them of 23 inches.

These longitudinal bulkheads are again divided by

short transverse bulkheads extending from the outer

sides to the skin of the boat. Forward of the collision

bulkheads, the longitudinals are extended in the forin

of a Howe truss, and being prolonged to the fantail

beams, lend the greatest possible strength to the over

hang of the vessel. The deck frame is of yellow pine

5 X8 inches, except over the boilers, where it is of iron.

The deck plank is of yellow pine 3 x 5 inches. On the

iron deck frame over the boiler are laid 34 inch steel

plates, caulked and riveted, upon which the yellow

pine deck plank is bolted.

There are two fore and aft compound engines, each

with a high pressure cylinder of 20 in. diameter and a

low pressure cylinder of 36 in , with a columon stroke

of 28 in., driving a shaft the entire length of the boat,

with a propeller at each end, 8 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and

3327 11 ft. pitch.

The shaft is composed of twelve sections with forged

couplings; it is 9 in. in diatneter, excepting the thrust,

stern and crank sections, of which the diameter is 9%

in. The cranks of each engine are placed opposite

each other, and the two engines, when coupled to

gether, have in relation to each other their cranks at

90°, thus insuring perfect balance.

Piston valves are used throughout. The reversing

13325 gear is worked by steam.

Two boilers of the gunboat type supply steam.

Their length is 21 ft., diameter 9 ft., grate area 91 sq.

ft., developing an initial steam pressure of 125 lb.

Engines and boilers are from the North River Iron

Works of W. & A. Fletcher Co., Hoboken, N. J.

There is a Blake independent air circulating and

pumping engine, with compound steam cylinders, in

suring vacuum whether main engine is running or not.

The high pressure cylinder of the pump is 7 in. dia

meter, low pressure cylinder 14 in. diameter, and circu

lating double-acting cylinder 17 in. diameter, all hav

ing a common stroke of 16 in. The two single-acting

air pumps worked by a beam are 17% in. diameter and

$326'14 in. stroke.
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The Bremen made her trial trip Oct. 31. Prof. J. E.

Denton, of Stevens Institute, conducted the tests of

engines and boilers. On this occasion she inade 12%

miles with a steam pressure of 98 lb.; the engines be

ing linked up 7 in., which cut off 9 in in the cylinders,

making 115% revolutions per minute and developing

782 horse power. By test the engine has developed

with 120 lb. steam and full link 1,448 horse power, but

she will do her work with 900 horse power.

The plans were drawn by Col. E. A. Stevens and

Capt. C. Woolsey, no other engineers having been

employed.

New Edison Station.

The station of the Edison Electric Illuminating Co.

now being built at the corner of Pearl and Elm Streets,

this city, comprises many ideas which are entirely new

in this field. Its capacity will be 30,000 h.p., the engines

being of the vertical four-crank quadruple expansion

type, with an initial pressure of from 210 to 220 pounds.

These engines, it is said, will be of 5,000 h.p. each. A

model 1,000 h.p. engine of the same type is being built

by the Dixon Company for the Twenty-sixth Street

Edison station. This engine occupies only 92 square

feet of floor space, exclusive of the overhang of the

shaft.

The boilers of the new station will be of the water

tube type and will probably be internally fired. This

latter point, however, has not been definitely settled.

The system for collecting the radiant heat and return

ing it to the furnace is peculiar to this station. The

doors and windows will be kept closed, and a constant

supply of fresh air forced into the building at its lowest

level. This air during its passage upward accumulates

heat from engines, machinery and piping, and then is

made to flow over the boilers and through a piping

gallery and an arrangement of pipes in the chimney

flue, being finally discharged into the ash pits and

over the grates in the proportion of 80 and 20 per cent,

respectively, at a temperature of about 300 degrees.

The steam mains will be of copper and will be run

in rows, no single pipe being larger than 8 inches in

diameter. Each pipe will be wound with steel wire

for its entire length and corrugated into the flanges,

no brazed joints being used.

This system, which we have only briefly touched

upon, is the result of the deep study and extended

observation of Mr. John Van Vleck, chief electrician

of the Edison Electric Illuminating Co., of New York,

who promises to reduce the consumption of coal to one

pound per h.p. per hour. This, if accomplished, will

result in a saving for this one station of the interest on

nearly a million dollars. We are indebted to Mr. Van

Vleck for these very interesting details.–Elec. En

gineer.

--t-e

Luminous Paints in all Colors.

A German contemporary gives the following series

of receipts for these paints, which may prove useful.

All the above paints can be used in the manufacture

of colored papers, etc., if the varnish is altogether

omitted, and the dry mixtures are ground to a paste

with water. The luminous paints can also be used as

wax colors for painting on glass and similar objects, by

adding, instead of the varnish, ten per cent more of

Japanese wax and one-fourth the quantity of the lat

ter of olive oil. The wax colors prepared in this way

may also be used for painting upon porcelain, and are

then carefully burned without access of air. Paintings

of this kind can also be treated with water glass. For

orange luminous paint, 46 parts varnish are mixed with

17.5 parts prepared barium sulphate, 1 part prepared

Indian yellow, 1.5 parts prepared madder lake, and 38

parts luminous calcium sulphide. For yellow luminous

paint, 48 parts varnish are mixed with 10 parts barium

sulphate, 8 parts barium chromate, and 34 parts

luminous calcium sulphide. For green luminous

paint, 48 parts varnish are mixed with 10 parts pre

pared barium sulphate, 8 parts barium chromium

oxide green, and 84 parts luminous calcium sulphide.

A blue luminous paint is prepared from 42 parts var

nish, 102 parts prepared barium sulphate, 64 parts

ultramarine blue, 54 parts cobalt blue, and 46 parts

luminous calcium sulphide. A violet luminous paint

is made from 42 parts varnish, 102 parts prepared

barium sulphate, 28 parts ultramarine violet, 9 parts

cobaltous arsenav", and 36 parts luminous calcium

sulphide. For gray luminous paint, 45 parts of the

varnish are mixed with 6 parts prepared barium

sulphate, 6 parts prepared calcium carbonate, 0.5 part

ultramarine blue, 6.5 parts gray zinc sulphide. A yel

lowish brown luininous paint is obtained from 48 parts

varnish, 10 parts precipitated barium sulphate, 8 parts

anripigment, and 34 parts luminous calcium sul

phide.

Luminous colors for artists’ are prepared by using

pure East India poppy oil in the same quantity instead

of the varnish, and taking particular pains to grind the

materials as fine as possible. For luminous oil color

paints, equal quantities of pure linseed oil are used in

place of the varnish. The linseed oil must be cold

Dressed and thickened by heat.—Building World.

ma-mm

Towers and Restaurants at the Columbian

Exposition.

Permission has been granted to erect five observa

tion towers on the grounds. So says the American

Architect. They will be 250 feet high, and will have

elevators running to the different buildings. At the

base the space inclosed will be over 100 feet square,

and the plan is to use this for a restaurant. The coin

pany has decided to erect one at the head of Sixty

third Street, which will be completed early next year.

A passage for temporary use will connect this with the

region beyond the fair grounds, so those desiring to

watch operations before the opening of the fair will be

able to do so.

The Coluuubian Tower Company, it is said, has also

nearly completed arrangements to build a tripod tower

near Fifty-seventh Street and Stoney Island Avenue.

It will cost, so report goes, $650,000. The first landing

will be 500 feet from the ground, with double pavilions,

one 20 feet above the other, each suitable for a café.

Six electric elevators will run from the ground to the

first landing. The second landing will be 900 feet

above the ground, the third 1,200 feet, and the fourth

1,400 feet. The top landing will have two sky parlors,

one 10 feet above the other. Three electric elevators

will run between the first and top landings. The floor

spaces of the sky parlors will be about 800 square feet

each. The wigwain at the base, 800 and more feet on

each side, is to be fitted up with cafés and booths after

the different styles and customs of foreign countries.

But when all this much has been said, we may add

that we have become a little skeptical on the tower

subject, as well as on the subject of Oriental streets,

scenes, bazars, etc.

One interesting feature of the fair will be its restau

rants, and the plans for them have just been com

pleted. The feeding of the vast crowd that will

assemble on the grounds is no small part in the whole

colossal undertaking. There will be 115 dining rooms,

27 restaurants, 17 complete hotel kitchens, and 1,000

cooks and scullions. It has been estimated that if the

dining rooms were thrown into one great hall it would

cover 5 acres and 6,500 people can sit down at the same

time. The restaurants will, of course, be placed in the

different buildings. So, wherever one happens to be

at meal times, a place will not be far off for refreshing

the inner man. There will be 16 restaurants on the

main floor of the Manufactures Building, located under

the galleries and just within the loggias, on the east

and west sides of the building. Entrance to the restau

rants will be made from the inside as well as from

without, and in pleasant weather lunch will be served

in the corridors. These dining rooms are each 100X 22

feet. They are supplied by 8 kitchens on the main

floor, with store room and dining room for servants in

the basement. In the galleries are to be 76 private

dining rooms, connected with the kitchens and restau

rants by dumb waiters.

In the Mines Building there will be one restaurant,

40 X 162 feet, and five dining rooms 40 X 20. The res

taurants in the Electricity Building will, so far as

situation is concerned, be the most attractive on the

grounds. They will occupy the big bays at the north

end of the building, and will overlook the lagoon and

the island.

Machinery Hall will have four restaurants, with a

seating capacity for nearly 500 guests, and private din

ing rooms seating over 800.

The Horticultural Building will have two restau

rants, one at each end of the pavilion. These rooins

are 100 feet square, and will seat 1,000 people.

At the restaurant in the Fishery Building, which

will seat 200 people, nothing but fish and oysters can

be obtained. Equally in keeping with the Transporta

tion Building will be a typical American railway lunch

counter, where 200 hungry mortals can be satisfied at

once. The cow will do her utmost to feed the hungry

in the Dairy Building, the lunch there being restricted

chiefly to her products.

-ā

Remarkable Fire Escape Trial.

A Chicago correspondent of the American Architect

writes as follows: The copestone of the great Masonic

Temple here in our city has been laid. Just a year has

elapsed in the construction of the twenty stories which

compose the building. The ceremony, without doubt,

was interesting to the brotherhood of white-plumed

knights, but to the world at large a much more inter

esting performance was one which took place a day

later in the same structure, when a successful experi

ment was tried by the inventor of a pocket fire escape.

The stairs in the building are not yet completed, and

it was a tremendous operation: the climb to the top

story enabled the spectators to fully realize the height

from which the test was to be made. The machine

which played the principal part in the experiment is a

simple device. It consists of a metallic tape one-quar

ter of an inch wide and a thirty-second of an inch

thick, running on a steel reel which is fastened to a

web belt that passes around the waist. The reel is

provided with a brake whereby the person using it

can control the speed of his descent. There is also an

automatic brake to keep a required tension on the

tape and thus prevent a sudden drop. The end of the

tape is provided with a thumb screw which can be

fastened to the window sill or any object in the room.

The machine in appearance is like a fisherman's reel

and is about twice the size of a spool of thread. The

experiment was entirely successful, but, to say the

least, decidedly ghastly at the commencement, when,

after having placed the thulmb screw and adjusted the

webbing belt, the inventor stepped off apparently into

space from the twentieth story. He at first descended

slowly, then faster and faster till it seemed as if he

must have lost control over the little machine, the

slender tape of which could scarcely be seen, and at

any time looked no larger than an ordinary cord. At

the tenth story the man stopped suddenly, gave the

crowd beneath time to compose itself, and then Iuade

another run to the seventh story, from which he de

scended, running and stopping by turns till he reached

the scaffolding, where he took three men on to the line

with him and dropped to the ground with them. If

the invention is what it appears to be, it is a very

ingenious one, and one which will be of great use to

mankind.

Electro-plating with Aluminum.

The essential features of a new system of electro-plat

ing with aluminum are as follows:

A solution of ammonia alum in warm water is pre

pared, containing 20 per cent of alum. To this is added

a solution containing about the same quantity of pearl

ash and a little aminonium carbonate. The Luixture

results in effervescence, and in the deposition of a pre

cipitate. The latter is filtered off and well washed with

Water.

A second solution of ammonia alum, containing 16

per cent of alum and 8 per cent of pure potassium

cyanide, is now prepared warm and poured over the

precipitate previously obtained, the mixture being then

boiled for 30 minutes in a closed iron vessel, jacketed

to insure uniformity of heating.

The proportions suitable in the above solutions are

as follows:

First Alum Solution.

Ammonia alum.... ....................... ... 2 kilogrammes.

Warm water....... ..................... ....... 10 -

Pearlash Solution.

Pearlash............................ ............ 2 kilogrammes

Warm water........... ..................... .. 10 *

Ammonium carbonate.................. ...8 to 10 grammes.

Second Alum Solution.

Ammonia alum................................. 4 kilogrammes.

Warm water.................................... 25 -

Potassium cyanide... .......................... 2 -

At this stage about 20 kilogrammes of water are add

ed, and about 2 kilogrammes inore of potassium cya

nide, and the whole is kept on the boil for about a

quarter of an hour.

The liquid is then filtered from the precipitate, and

is now ready for use in the electrolytic bath.

The anodes are perforated or slotted plates of alum

inum, arranged so that that they can be conveniently

raised or lowered. The cathodes receive the deposit.

The anodes and the cathodes are connected respec

tively to the terminals of a battery or of a dynamo ina

chine, and the current is thus transmitted through the

bath, which is kept throughout the operation at a ten

perature of about 80° to 150°Fah.

By attaching to the aluminum anode pieces of other

metals, e.g., gold, silver, nickel, copper, etc., the tint

of the deposited metal can be somewhat varied. When

the deposit presents a gray tint, it is brightened by

dipping the plated article in a solution of caustic soda,

which has also the effect of impeding oxidation.—Elec

trical Review.

-4-O--d--

Artificial Stone,

Ten parts of silicic acid, powdered and freed from im

purities, are mixed with 90 parts of water and 100 of

quicklime, all by weight. One hundred parts of the

product are mixed with 100 parts of sand and 5 parts

of magnesia or fluorspar, and the mass moulded as de

sired. The articles are allowed to dry for 12 to 24 hours,

and subjected to steam pressure under 10 atmo

spheres pressure for 48 to 72 hours, after which they

are treated with boiling saturated calcium chloride so

lution at a pressure of 10 atmospheres for 6 to 12 hours.

They may then be dried by air or the circulation of

steam. Marble, magnesia, magnesium limestone, etc.,

may be substituted for the sand. The stones thus

formed are said to resemble marble, sandstone, granite,

etc., closely, to be fireproof, and to resist the action of

the weather as well as natural stones.-C. George, Ber

lin, Germany.
-.

*

A Suggestion to Employers and Fathers.

What better Christmas present or New Year's gift

can an employer give a faithful superintendent, fore

man, or workman, or a father his son, than a copy of

the “Scientific American Cyclopedia of Receipts and

Queries,” just published by Munn & Co.? Certainly

nothing could be more useful, or likely to be betterap

preciated than a copy of this book. It may be had at

any book store or will be sent from this office by mail

on receipt of price, $5.
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A CONVENIENT HOISTING APPARATUS.

The improveinent shown in the picture is designed

to displace the usual endless chain employed for hoist

ing heavy articles into a building, placing ice in a

storage house, etc. It has been patented by Mr.

KAYE'S HOISTING APPARATUS,

Samuel Kaye, Yazoo City, Miss. The fraine may be

of metal or wood, its sides suitably connected by tie

rods, and the windlass has a hand crank at one end

and a ratchet wheel engaged by a pawl at the other

end, the hoisting rope attached to the windlass pass

ing over a pulley or sheave journaled in the forward

part of the frame. Swiveled in a bail at the top is a

hook, for conveniently securing the hoist to any suita

ble elevated support, such as a hanging link at the

top of a window frame or door. When the apparatus

is out of use the handles hang down, but when the

hoisting rope is attached to an article to be raised, the

handles swing up to a convenient position to be

grasped and held by the operator as he turns the

crank handle. The swiveled hook permits the com

plete revolution of the frame, and when the weights

of the loads to be lifted make it desirable the point of

connection of the bail with the frame Inay be changed,

there being a series of perforations in the top portion

of the frame to receive the pivot of the bail.

—-------

AN ICE MACHINE IN WHICH A CONTINUOUS CYCLE

OF WORK IS EFFECTED.

The illustration represents an ice machino designed

to be run with comparatively small power, without

leakage of gas. It has been patented by Messrs. Frank

L. Fonda, Robert C. Roach, and Walter H. Under

wood, of Hutchinson, Kansas. The operating shaft is

journaled in stuffing boxes in the ends of a cylinder

within which is secured a spider, shown in the small

view, there being a fixed wing on the shaft within the

cylinder, and the shaft being connected by crank

arms and links with the main driving shaft, whereby

II)

AN IMPROVED ICE MACHINE.

an oscillating movement is given to the cylinder shaft

and its wing, to compress gas within the cylinder in

the space above the spider. The several arms of the

spider extend from one end of the cylinder to the other

and forIn longitudinal chambers, in the top one of

which the wing oscillates, moving close to the top sur

faces of the spider arms on each side, to fully expel all

the contents of the chamber. The two bottom chain

bers are connected by apertures in the web of the

spider to form a single suction chamber, while the

chambers iminediately above, one on each side, are

discharge chambers for the compressed fluid, the suc

tion chambers being connected with the compression

chamber by suction valves, and the discharge chambers

being connected with it by discharge valves. To keep

the compression chamber cool it is surinounted by an

open tank supplied with water from a suitable source

and having an overflow pipe to carry off the surplus.

Into one of the bottom chainbers leads a fluid inlet

pipe, with a valve to regulate the amount of fluid

sucked in, and from the discharge chambers at the top

two pipes lead upward through the water in the

reservoir to a transverse valved pipe, from which ex

tends upward the pipe A, discharging into an oil trap

B, in which is a horizontal strainer or sieve, the lower

compartment receiving the oil, and having a draw-off

cock. From the upper compartment a pipe extends to

the coil C, forming a condenser, in connection with a

spraying tank D above. The other end of the coil con

nects with a filter E, in which a diagonally arranged

strainer filled with filtering material is designed to

purify the fluid or freezing mixture, the pipe from the

bottom of the filter leading to a brine tank, F, in which

the brine is cooled in the usual manner. The pipe G

leads from the brine tank to the suction pipe, whereby

the used gas is drawn back into the cylinder to be

again compressed in the same manner as before, the

operation being continuous and the fluid being used

over and over again. The construction of the entire

machine is designed to be very durable and simple.

Further particulars in regard to it may be obtained

by addressing R. C. Roach, Secretary, No. 16 First

Avenue, West, Hutchinson, Kansas.

-
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Le Damnsk.

Under the name of “Le Dansk,” there is being intro

duced into England, so says Industries, by M. Auguste

Pellerin, of Paris, a butter substitute which appears to

possess the inerit of being wholesome as well as eco

nomical. Its manufacture has just been begun at

large works which have been erected at Southampton,

and which were recently opened. “Le Dansk” is

already known in the trade, having hitherto been pro

duced at M. Pellerin's factory in Paris. Its basis is

the fat obtained from freshly slaughtered cattle, which

is first converted into oleomargarine, and afterward

treated and made into “Le Dansk.” The process con

sists in first reducing the fat to small pieces of uni

form size in special machines, and then melting it at a

temperature of 50° C. It is then transferred in a lique

fied condition to water-jacketed tanks, in which it is

kept for about two hours and a half at the same tem

perature. . After this it is drawn off into shallow ves

sels, where it remains for thirty-six hours at a tem

perature of 32° C., during which time it assumes a

crystalline condition. The product now consists of

oleo and stearine, and these are separated by means of

hydraulic presses, the oleo being pressed out, and the

stearine remaining in the press cloths. The oleo is

then placed in churns with certain proportions of new

milk and oil and some pure butter, and the ingredi

ents are churned for fifty minutes. The contents of

the churns are then removed and cooled in iced water,

and the margarine is afterward placed in Inixing ma

chines. Here it is salted and thoroughly incorporated,

and afterward packed in boxes and baskets for the

trade. The cooling apparatus and the general ma

chinery are driven by a horizontal compound engine

of 80 h.p., which also drives a dynamo, the works

being lighted by electricity. The factory is well laid

out, and every precaution appears to have been taken

to insure the absolute wholesomeness of the product,

scrupulous cleanliness being everywhere observable.

-

AN AUTOMATIC WINDMILL REGULATOR.

The regulator shown in position in the accompany

ing illustration is intended to be attached to any wind

mill used for pumping purposes, to regulate the sup

ply of water in the tank, automatically throwing the

wheel out of the wind when the water reaches a cer

tain height, and throwing it into the wind again when

the water has been lowered a few inches. The im

provement has been patented by Mr. E. B. Wilson, a

farmer living near Central City, Neb., and has been

for some time successfully used by him on his own

farm. The wheel shaft has a crank pulley operating

the pump rod in the usual way, and a cable secured to

the vane runs downward to a pulley on a shaft mounted

in crossbars of the main frame. On this shaft is loosely

mounted a ratchet wheel having an elongated hub

with teeth at its outer edge, the wheel being held from

moving longitudinally by a pin through the shaft

entering opposite grooves in the hub, and being turned

forward by a pawl pivoted to an arm, one end of

which is pivoted on the shaft while the opposite end

is secured to the pumping rod. On this arm is pivoted

a bent rod having an eye at one end encircling the

cable from the vane, the other end of the rod extend

ing beneath the pawl. When the mill is thrown out

of gear the cable moves downward, and a stop upon

it strikes the eye and tilts the rod, raising the pawl so

that it will not engage the ratchet wheel, and a sud

den gust of wind starting the mill will not be likely to

break any of the mechanism. A sleeve sliding on and

turning with the shaft has teeth on its inner end to

engage the teeth of the hub, the sleeve and the hub

WILSON'S WINDMILL REGULATOR.

forming a clutch operated by a lever, the free end of

which is connected by a wire with one arin of what is

virtually a bell crank of novel construction, to permit

a slight independent Inovement of its two arins, the

other arm being connected by a wire with a float

in the tank. The free end of the lever which operates

the clutch is also connected with one arm of a bell

crank whose other arm is connected with a de

pending wire terminating in a handle, whereby the

regulator may be moved by hand if desired at any

time. With the wheel in the wind and pump rod

moving normally, the ratchet wheel is constantly

moved, but without engaging the sleeve; when the

float rises sufficiently, the bell crank is operatel and a .

spring is released by which the sleeve is thrown into

engagement with the hub of the ratchet wheel, and the

cable is wound on its pulley to swing the vane or rud

der out of the wind, thus stopping the mill. With the

lowering of the water in the tank, the weight of the

float again swings the bell crank to release the clutch

and allow the rudder to swing back into the wind.

–s-s-e

IMPROVED SASH CORD PLIERS.

A tool which can be easily and quickly handled to

withdraw a sash cord from an opening in the sash into

which it is inserted, for the purpose of knotting the

cord or otherwise securing it to the sash, is shown in

perspective and as applied in use in the accompany

ing engraving. It has been patented by Mr. Grafton

H. Duvall, of Philadelphia. It consists of two Inem

bers pivoted one upon the other, with their curved

handle sections normally forced apart by a spring,

maintaining the jaws, whose inner faces are roughened,

some distance apart and parallel with each other.

DUVALL's SASH CORD PLIERS.

Further information relative to this improvement may

be obtained of Mr. Philip R. Wells, No. 4283 Frank

ford Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

-à
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THIS number closes the volume of the SCIENTIFIC

AMERICAN. Present subscribers will oblige the pub

lishers by signifying their intention of continuing the

paper by remitting at once. New subscribers soli.

cited.
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AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTERS OF BEVERAGES.

If there is any simple and practical means of sup

pressing the largest number of media between the pro

ducer and consummer, it is unquestionably the institu

tion of those automatic fountains and popular bars that

have been in operation for about a year in Paris and in

some other large cities of France and foreign countries,

and which we propose to describe to our readers.

In the automatic distributers of which we speak,

and a specimen of which is shown in Fig. 1, it suffices

to put a coin, say a five cent piece, in a slot, when

a tube placed beneath the money box allows a small

glass of malaga, a large glass of beer, etc., to flow. The

apparatus operates with perfect regularity, and the

quantity of liquid is always accurately measured, its

volume varying with its nature. There are dis

tributers of this kind that serve hot liquids (such as

coffee) or iced ones. A series of different types is at

present installed at the Exposition of Labor at the

Palace of Industry. Our Parisian readers will there be

able to observe the regularity with which these auto

matic apparatus operate. Several bars provided with

them are installed in different parts of Paris. We give,

in Fig. 2, a representation of one that is in operation

at 32 Montmartre Street, where a great variety of

liquors is automatically distributed.

Before describing in some detail the ingenious pro

cesses that have permitted of solving the problem from

a mechanical point of view, it is not without interest

to set forth the reciprocal advantages that such a com

bination offers to the two principal parties interested

—the consumer and the producer. To the consumer,

the automatic distributer offers the advantage of im

mediately delivering, for a moderate surn, and with

out any loss of time, an accurately measured quantity

of a hot or cold beverage furnished directly by the

producer. The latter, selling his merchandise

directly, can deliver it at a very low but re

munerative price, and, through the aid of the

apparatus, with placards, circulars, etc., put at

the consumer's disposal, can obtain the best of

advertisements.

In fact, these automatic distributers of liquids

already have, for natural enemies, all the manu

facturers whose indifferent or unwholesome

products cannot undergo the decisive test of a

previous tasting. We cannot dwell upon the

numerous applications to which the automatic

distributers of liquids may be put outside of

the simple establishinents of consumption. In

railway stations, public gardens, etc., it will be

possible to utilize these apparatus, either with

the charitable object in view of furnishing the

poor with wholesome and strengthening bever

ages (such as milk, bouillon, etc.) at a low price,

or with the simple inotive of making a new

product known and appreciated. The func

tions of these automatic distributers are ex

tremely varied, and so their form and arrange

ment are likewise extremely varied, according

as it is a question of distributing a liquid at

the surrounding temperature-hot or cold

under pressure like beer, or easily fermentable

like milk, etc. We shall consider, in the first

place, the simplest case, that in which it is a

question of distributing a non-fermentable

liquid at the surrounding temperature and

without pressure.

The type of automatic distributer that we

have selected to illustrate our discription (Fig.

1) presents externally the ap

pearance of two superposed

w

Fig. 3.-MECHANISM OF THE DISTRIBUTER REDUCED TO

ITS ESSENTIAL PARTS, THE SUPPORTS AND AXES

REMOVED. -

A. The pan into which the coin drops.

C. Starting cam. D. Lever for controlling the eccentric, E, that

opens the valve, F. G. Outlet of the liquid. H. Tilting reser

voir. L. Piece bearing against the lever that regulates the discharge.

M. Cam mounted upon the lever N, and oscillating around O. P.

Weight for regulating the volume of liquid discharged. Q. Lever that

raises the lever D, which controls the eccentric E, for arresting the

flow of the liquid.

B. Starting lever of the valve.

| ||

Fig. 1.—AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTER OF MALAGA WINE.

Front view and section showing the interior of the apparatus.

| ||
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not pass through it, and those that are too small are

thrown outside without causing the apparatus to ope

rate, and thus notify the expectant consumer of his

error or of his dishonesty. Coins of the proper size

fall into a pan, A (Fig. 3), which tilts and starts the

apparatus.

After the tilting, the coin falls into a lead-sealed box

whence it is impossible to take it without breaking

the seals. The balanced lever supporting the pan, A,

frees, during its motion, through the aid of the calm,

C, of the lever, D, and of the eccentric, E, the valve,

F, that retains the liquid in the bottle. At this mo

inent the liquid flows with a velocity that may be regu

lated once for all at the time of setting up the appa

ratus. The valve having been raised, the liquid be

gins to flow, and through the pipe, C, enters a small

reservoir, forming a balance, whose fall is regulated by

a counterpoise, P, mounted by a screw upon a lever

arm, O P. Upon moving this counterpoise more or less

from the axis, we modify at will the volume of the

liquid delivered before the tilting that effects the stop

page of the apparatus and the closing of the cock that

holds back the liquid. The tilting of the reservoir, H.

occurs in two periods. In the first period, as soon as a

small quantity of liquid has fallen into H, a motion

takes place that causes the piece, L, to bear against

the can oscillating around the point, N, and mounted

upon the lever, NO P. The second tilting takes place

only when the increasing weight of the liquid in the

reservoir, H, is great enough to lift the counterpoise,

P. This tilting is regulated with great, precision by

the shifting of the counterpoise, P. The reservoir, H,

then comes into the position shown by the dotted lines,

the lever, Q, lifts the lever, D, turns the eccentric, E,

and closes the valve, F, and this arrests the flow of the

liquid. As soon as the reservoir is empty it rises and

sets the measuring lever, M N OP, anew by

turning back the cam, M, around the point,

N, in order to allow of the passage of the

curved piece, L. As the lever, D, during the

second tilting motion, has set the cam, C, every

thing is ready for a new operation as soon

as another coin, deposited by a customer, falls

upon the pan, A.

This same apparatus is capable of serving

for the discharge of quantities of liquids vary

ing between two ounces (spirituous) and ten

ounces (coffee). It is possible, moreover,

through a modification of the dimensions of

the reservoir and counterpoise, to discharge

any volume whatever. The liquid falls into a

porcelain-lined cast iron vessel terminating in

a small bent tube beneath which the glass

that is to receive it has been placed. It will be

seen that, under such circumstances, the ap

paratus is always ready to serve a drink as

long as anything remains in the bottle. The

readings of the counter of drinks dispensed,

moreover, are very useful for making known

to the attendant, without opening the appa

ratus, whether or not the bottle needs to be

refilled. It suffices to note the figure marked

by the counter at the time of the last filling,

the capacity of the bottle and the volume oc

cupied by each drink. A very simple calcula

tion then permits of determining what the

counter will mark when the bottle is empty,

and will render it possible to take the precau

tion to fill it anew before its exhaustion.

Such are the principal arrangements of the

automatic distributer of

liquids at the surrounding.

kegs. The upper keg protects

a glass bottle containing the

supply of liquid. The lower

keg conceals the entire me

chanism. The total height of

these two kegs is less than

four feet. The mechanism is

exceedingly simple and cer

tain, for it utilizes the most

constant and infallible force

at our disposal—th at of

gravity.

The work produced by the

fall of the coin from the slot

into the pan effects the start

ing of the mechanism and the

opening of the cock. The

liquid on flowing into a reser

voir makes the latter tilt, and

this, at the same time that it

closes the cock and stops the

Inechanism, causes the ad

vance of a counter that veri

fies the number of drinks

taken. The apparatus is then

ready to operate anew.

The money is in serted

through a rectangular slot,

regulatable at will, according

to the price to be obtained.

Coins that are too large can

==->=== -
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Fig. 2.-GENERAL VIEW OF A BAR WITH AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTERs.

temperature. When the

liquid is to be drawn hot or

cold, it previously traverses a

worm placed in a hot water

bath or in a vessel filled with

chopped ice. The simple

passage : through the spiral

suffices,to communicate to it

the proper temperature,

which latter is regulated by a

cock placed upon the bottle

and that allows the liquid to

traverse the spiral with

varying rapidity. Modifica

tions upon which it does not

appear necessary to dwell

permit of distributing liquids

under pressure (such as beer

and gaseous beverages), with

the same facility.—La Nature

Banana Flour.

We have received from

Messrs. W. Keidel & Co.,

Durban, South Africa, a spe

citmen of flour made from the

banana fruit, which appears

to be a useful article. The

mode of preparation is not

stated.
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THE DREXEL INSTITUTE OF ART, scIENCE, AND

INDUSTRY.

By the generous action of one of Philadelphia's noble

citizens a magnificent institution for industral learning

has been established in that city; and on the 17th

inst. the beautiful structure was the scene of dedica

tory exercises of a highly interesting nature.

The institute was built and endowed by Anthony J.

Drexel, head of the great banking firin of Drexel & Co.,

and its scope and objects as outlined by him “are the

extension and improvement of industrial education as

a means of opening better and wider avenues of em

ployment to young men and women.”

The building was erected at a cost of $600,000, and

Mr. Drexel has endowed it with a fund of $1,000,000.

Mr. Chauncey M. Depew, of New York. Inade the

dedicatory address. He was followed by Wayne

MacVeagh, who presented, on behalf of Mr. Drexel, the

deeds of trust conveying the building and endowment

funds. Dr. James McAllister, president of the insti

tute, responded.

The institute is located at Thirty-second and Chest

nut Streets, West Philadelphia. The cost of the build

ing and grounds was about $600,000. The building is

in the style of the classic Renaissance, constructed of

buff brick with terra cotta ornamentation, the base

being of rock-faced granite. A richly decorated portal

in Chestnut Street, 26 feet wide and 35 feet high, forms

the principal entrance. This admits to a portico of

colored marbles and paneled oak ceiling, which in turn

opens into a spacious hall, the ceiling of which is sup

ported by pillars of red Georgian marble. Beyond is a

great central court, 65 feet square and the entire height

of the building, and covered with a ceiling, the center

of which is of stained glass. A double marble stairway

leads to the upper floors and descends to the auditorium

and the workshops in the basement. Broad galleries

extend around the court on the second and third floors.

These are supported and inclosed by arcades. From

these galleries entrance is afforded to the classrooms,

laboratories, and studios, all of which are lighted from

without. The portico, entrance hall, and central court

are wainscoted in marble ; the arcades are faced with

enameled bricks, and the dividing cornices are of terra

cotta. The woodwork throughout the building is of

polished oak.

The offices, library and reading room are on the first

floor. There is a lecture room, with a seating capacity

for 250 students; the auditorium is capable of seating

1,500 persons. A grand organ occupies the space back

of the stage at the eastern end. The seats in the audi

torium consist of rows of upholstered arm chairs. The

classrooms are commodious, averaging from 43 by 34 to

56 by 44 feet. There are three physical laboratories on

the second floor, the chemical laboratory being on the

third floor, and the gymnasium on the fourth floor

front. These connect with bath and dressing rooms.

The photographic studios and laboratory are in the

rear on the fourth floor. Cloakrooms and lavatories,

finished in marble and oak, are placed in all four stories

of the building. The trustees’ room is on the second

floor. The shops for mechanical work are in the

basement, as are also the steam and electric plants.

The object of the institute is the extension

and improvement of industrial education

as a means of opening better and wider

avenues of employment to young men and

women. The plan is comprehensive, the

aim being to provide liberal means of culture

for the Imasses by means of lectures, evening

classes, library and museum. It is expected,

however, that modifications will be made as

the growth of the several departments and

the experience gained in conducting them

Inay require.

The work of the institute will be arranged

under the following general divisions: 1, Art

Department; 2, Scientific Department; 3,

Department of Mechanic Arts; 4. Depart

ment of Domestic Economy : 5, Technical

Department; 6, Business Department; 7,

Department of Physical Training; 8, Nor

mal Department for the Training of Teach

ers; 9, Department of Lectures and Evening

11, Museum.

Independent of the regular departments,

students will have the option of taking such

courses as they may elect and can advantageously

pursue. Other departments will be added as the need

or demand for them becomes apparent. A depart

ment of choral music will probably be instituted at

an early day. A systein of free scholarships will be

established for the regular and special courses.

In order to guard against the abuse of the privileges

of the institute, fees will be required, but the liberal

endowment of $1,000,000 is designed to make the

charges moderate, and all moneys received will be ap

plied to the maintenance of the work of the institute.

Deposits will be required to guard against loss through

breakage in the laboratories. Students will be ex

pected to supply text books, and those in the milli

nery and dressmaking classes will provide part of

the materials used, but all tools and materials

used in the workshops will be furnished by the in

stitute.
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THE NEW TUNNEL UNDER THE THAMES.

The London County Council have at last signed a

contract for the construction of the much-debated tun

nel at Blackwall, and should there be no hitch, we Inay

anticipate in three years the completion of a work

which will be of incalculable value to that busy and

populous portion of the Inetropolis which lies east of

London Bridge.

When the Metropolitan Board of Works received its

quietus, the County Council began de movo to consider

the best means of cominunication across the river. They

consulted Mr. Wolfe Barry, who recommended a bridge;

but, after a thorough examination of all the pros and

cons, they decided that a tunnel, as originally approved

of by the Metropolitan Board of Works, would best

ineet the case if it were carried out in a modified forin,

and they decided to construct a tunnel of 27 feet in

diameter, which, in consequence of the advance in

knowledge that had been obtained in dealing with

works of this kind for the last three years, was now con

sidered a feasible though strikingly bold conception.

Mr. Binnie (the chief engineer to the County Coun

cil) has prepared the plans and specifications of the

work, as now to be executed, in consultation with Sir

Benjamin Baker and Mr. Greathead.

On the north side the entrance to the tunnel is in the

East India Dock Road, quite in the heart of a busy and

densely populated district. On the south side it will

-
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debouch on Greenwich Marshes, about a mile and a

quarter from Greenwich Hospital. The heavy traffic

from the docks will be able to reach Greenwich, Dept

ford, and the populous districts of South London by

way of the tunnel, instead of making the circuit of Lon

don Bridge—a saving of at least ten miles. The gra

dient, of which so much has been made, will not be a

serious obstacle. It is less than that of the roadway at

St. Martin's Church, leading from the Grand Hotel to

the corner of the National Gallery.

On each side there will be an open approach to the

tunnel of about 300 yards, and the total length of the

tunnel proper will be 4,464 feet, of which 1,212 feet is to

be under the river. The exterior diameter of the tun

nel is, as we have said, 27 feet and the interior 24 feet,

and when we state that this exceeds by 5% feet the

largest tunnel ever attempted of this class, the unique

ness of the work will be appreciated. The tunnel un

der the Hudson, which is also being built by Messrs.

Pearson, has a diameter of 19 feet 6 inches, and the

Sarnia tunnel under the St. Clair River, which Sir

Henry Tyler opened recently, is about 20 feet 6 inches.

The work at Blackwall will give a roadway of 16 feet

available for two lines of vehicular traffic and a foot

path on each side of 3 feet. The tunnel being an exact

circle, the roadway will be raised about a fourth from

the bottom, leaving a headway of 17 feet 1% inches.

The space under the roadway is to be utilized for a

subway, 4 feet wide by 4% feet high, for drainage,

lighting, and other purposes. For 3,693 feet the tun

nel will be constructed of iron, with a lining of white

glazed bricks; 761 feet of “cut and cover” will be of

concrete and brick, and 1,645 feet of “open cut” will

be of the same material. The iron will be 2 inches

thick and the brick lining 15 inches. Fourteen seg

ments and a keypiece will make up a ring 2% feet wide.

The work of tunneling will be carried out by shields,

having novel safety faces and other special appliances,

on lines suggested by Sir Benjamin Baker. This work

will undoubtedly be the most difficult of the kind ever

attempted, as the bore will come within 6 feet of the

bed of the river, and nothing will intervene between

the shield and the 45 feet of water at high tide but 6

feet of gravel. The Severn and Mersey tunnels were

built in rock, and in their case the work was done on

known and tried methods, but at Blackwall we have

uite other conditions, and without the shield system

it would be a simple impossibility to do the work. It

will be necessary to use compressed air for at least two

thirds of the entire length of the tunnel, and care will

in consequence have to be exercised in picking the

men, for while some can work with perfect inpunity

under a pressure of 80 pounds to 40 pounds, others

would be maimed for life. Operations will begin at

several points, the shafts which have to be sunk being

utilized for this purpose. Three of these shafts, about

|60 feet in diameter, will remain permanently as stair

ways for foot passengers and the fourth for ventila

tion.

The Parliamentary estimate for the original scheme

was £1,124,000, whereas the contract has now been let

for £871,000 for a tunnel to answer practically the pur

poses of the three tunnels originally proposed to be

built. As compared with former works the cost is ex

tremely moderate. The old Thaines Tunnel was built

for about £1,200 per yard, while the Blackwall. Tunnel

will work out at about one-third of that amount.

Pall Mall Budget.

Adaptation of Photography to Printing in Colors.

The Petit Journal, of Paris, has just put out a new

weekly publication with colored illustrations. It may

be of interest to show how photography has been used

in obtaining the typographic printing blocks. The at

tention of the great printing establishments of the

whole world has been directed to the appearance of a

rotary printing machine, which, receiving the white

paper in rolls, converts it into a journal printed in four

colors, and this at a rate of 12,000 copies in

an hour. This result is due to the ingenuity

of the celebrated engineer Marinoni, who

for the adjustment of the different mono

chromes has had recourse to photography.

The colored picture of the artist is photo

graphed by Messrs. Vallot Bros., who use

for this work isochromatic preparations and

colored screens, in order to obtain the rela

tive values of the different tones of the

original. From this negative, skillful work

men print four positive prints, which are

transferred to wood; the work then passes

into the hands of the art engraver, Mr.

Meaule, who engraves on each of the blocks

the cuts necessary to obtain in the printing

all the lines which will deposit on the paper

the same color. The blocks are then con

fided to a worker in galvanoplasty, who

moulds and deposits the copper in sufficient

quantity to take the place of the wood, and

form the metallic block to be used in the

printing. The metallic block is strength

ened by running lead on the back, then

bent according to the diameter of the cylin

der of the machine upon which it is fixed.

By the aid of an ingenious contrivance of M.

Marinoni's invention the sheet of paper is printed in

one color by passing under a first block; immediately

it presents itself under a second block, which prints

the second color, in the same manner under the third,

and finally under the fourth block, which limits and

forms the connection by printing the text. With these

superposed colors, and by the intervals showing the

white of the paper, it is possible to obtain the delicate

tones of the aquarelle. This rotary machine, by using

colored printing inks, has overcome a difficulty exist

ing when chroino prints are made requiring four im

pressions. M. Marinoni is now preparing a machine

for printing in six colors.–Progres Photographique.
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* * miles, and came to the edge of a wheat field.

my place,” said our friend. As we rode on a mile or

E

(Sorrespondence.

Agriculture in CaMfornia, 1850 and 1890.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

Probably no part of the world contains such vast

agricultural resources as our Pacific Coast, and none

has ever displayed greater genius than her people.

Necessity during her earlier periods gave birth to her

great work. In 1853, when I first visited her golden

hills, agriculture was but in swaddling clothes. All of

us sought her mountains of gold, and not her vast and

rich agricultural valleys, then rich with guano where

sea fowl had swarmed for ages, and wild cattle and

other wild animals had roamed over them. The men

who went there then, and only remained a short time

till they “got their pile,” as they called it, never

stopped to investigate her agricultural possibilities.

A few, however, engaged in agriculture in a quite

small way, and soon discovered that to supply the

growing cities, villages, and mining camps was very

profitable, and safer really than prospecting for yellow

metal. Potatoes soon became so abundant that hun

dreds of tons rotted in sacks or were emptied to save

them for another year's sacking. It only cost the

plowing and sowing to get a good crop of wheat, but

the straw was so enormous, and grew so even in height,

that in place of the old reaper the heading machine

was substituted. Then came the attachment of the

thrasher and winnower, and before I left in 1859, I

saw sixteen horses to one inachine going through these

vast fields, clipping off the heads, which fell into a

hopper and were thrashed, winnowed and bagged and

dropped along the field, a team following to pick them

up. During the summer droughts, as the ground

shrank in drying it became full of cracks. Into

these would falls ufficient of the grain in harvesting, so

that when the rainy weather came, and the cracks

partially closed up, a “volunteer” crop followed,

which often was quite productive for the third year

before a second cultivation was necessary. But the

wheat fields then contained considerable oats, scattered

by cattle fed on wild oats, that was a spontaneous and

natural product of the foot hills.

About two years ago I visited the Pacific coast again,

and spent several weeks at Paraiso Springs. In

Spanish Paraiso is Paradise, and in these hot springs

the old Spanish monks bathed for their health. One

day while there a gentleman invited three of us to

take a ride with him. The day was beautiful, and

behind two flying horses we soon rode about fifteen

“This is

two I could see no end, and I asked: “How long is

this wheat field, sir?” He replied, “About nine miles,

and a mile wide.” “How much will it average to the

acre?” “Oh, about sixty bushels,” said he. I saw

nothing but clear wheat, without a spear of oats, al

though I had seen oats in other fields which we passed

on the road. “How do you keep out the oats?” I

asked. “Well,” said he, “I work about four hundred

horses and mules to get in my crops, and 1 am very

careful never to allow them to eat whole oats, for if I

do, then they drop them along as I cultivate the

fields.” “Where do you sell all this wheat ?” said I.

“Oh, I ship it all to Europe, as I can do better with

it there than here.”

After changing our team and taking another fast

pair, we rode over the remainder of his vast estate,

which actually contained thirty square miles. In one

section was his forest for wild deer, and in another an

extensive field for grazing cattle and horses, where I

was shown one fat cow that he told me weighed 1,890

pounds. We were soon on the way back to our

“Paradise,” which we reached about sundown, after

one of the Inost interesting rides that I ever had the

pleasure of enjoying. I afterward learned that this

gentleman's property was valued at over $5,000,000.

J. E. EMERSON.

The Great Dam of the Periyar, India.

To the Editor of the Scientific American:

In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for February 7, 1891, I

saw an account of this great engineering work, now be

ing carried on in Southern India. Permit me to add a

few more particulars. Before entering into the details

of the work, a few remarks regarding its object are

necessary.

The Madura district of the Madras Presidency is

separated from the native state of Travancore by the

chain of mountains known as the Western Ghats. The

average rainfall of this district is about 40 inches a

year. It is watered by the river Vegay, which runs

dry for the greater part of the year, thus causing

almost all the wet cultivation of the district to be de

pendent on rain-fed tanks, so that on occasions of

drought fainine is almost imminent, while on the other

side of the watershed ridge of the Western Ghats, sep

arating Madura from the Travancore territory, is a

vast tract of uninhabited jungle, having an average

rainfall of 100 inches a year and watered by a perennial

river, the Periyar. This river rises in the Western

Ghats, near the boundary between the Tinnevelly dis
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trict, the most southerly one of the Madras Presidency,

and the Travancore State; and its course is generally

northeast in the Imountains, until, some sixty or seventy

miles below, it emerges from the Ghats, and takes

almost a direct course to the Indian Ocean, into which

it finds its way some miles above Cochin, on the west

coast.

Ever since the year 1801 schemes have been drawn

up to utilize the superabundant rainfall on the west

ern slope of the Ghats for irrigation in the Madura

district; but practical difficulties and want of experi

ence in the Inethods proposed prevented them being

carried out. The present one is a considerable modifi

cation of the others, and may be described as follows:

The object of this work is to divert the waters of the

Periyar into the Vegay, and this is effected by building

a dam 155 feet high across the valley of the Periyar,

the site of the dam being seven miles due south of the

head of the Gudulur Ghat, on the main road from

Madras to Travancore. The effect of this dain would

be to back up the river to an extent of eight miles of

its length and up its various tributaries, thus forming

an immense reservoir, about 8,000 acres in area, me

andering through the hills in which the river is en

bosomed. -

The capacity of the reservoir, when full, will be

about 13,300 millions of cubic feet of water, of which

16,815 millions will be available for irrigation. For dis

posing of the flood water the lake will have two waste

weirs or escapes, which will be formed on the saddles

of the hills on the right and left flanks of the dam.

That on the right bank has solid rock at a level of

about 150 feet above river bed, and will be cut down

for a length of 420 feet to a level of 144 feet, or 11 feet

below the crest of the dain. On the left bank, solid

rock is at a level of about 100 feet above river bed, and

the saddle will be built across with a masonry wall to

a level of 144. The length of the wall will be 403 feet,

and a further length of 97 feet will be obtained by cut

ting away the rock at both ends, giving a total length

of 500 feet. The two escapes will have an aggregate

length of 920 feet. This is considered sufficient to dis

charge the greatest flood ever known, with a depth of

10 feet on the crests of the escapes.

Up the Muliaparyaim, one of its tributaries, which

enters the Periyar at about a mile above the site of the

dain, and which also has its source in the watershed

ridge separating the valley of the Periyar from that of

the Vegay, at a level of 113 feet above river bed at site

of dam, a cutting through the watershed ridge, terined

the “watershed cutting,” is in process of construction,

running northward and having a fall of 1 in 440. When

the depth of cutting in rock reaches 30 feet, it will be

replaced by a tunnel 80 square feet in area, with a fall

of 1 in 75. At its lower end the tunnel communicates

with the bed of the stream Varia Vennar by a cutting

160 feet long, similar to that at its south end. The

total length of the tunnel, when completed, will be

6,650 feet. -

The Varia Vennar empties itself into the Toorooliar,

which after a length of 46 miles from the mouth of the

tunnel joins the Vegay. The waters of the Periyar will

be then carried solne 40 miles down the Vegay to a

place called Perranny, situated about 20 miles west of

Madura, where an ancient or low dan is built across

the river. Above the ancient an irrigation canal takes

off, and is carried as close as possible along the foot of

the Allighery and Sirunally range of hills, which

forin the northern boundary of the Madura district ;

this canal will be about 36 miles long. The distribution

of the water will be effected by twelve branch chan

nels, which are being carried along the ridges of the

slopes of these hills, so that they may be in a command

ing position to irrigate both sides of the slope, and be

as little exposed to injury from cross drainage as possi

ble. The total area irrigated by these channels will

be about 80,000 acres. Already 20 miles of the main

canal have been opened, and five branch channels colm

pleted.

Froin a professional point of view the work is inter

esting, as the dain is to be built entirely of concrete,

except a casing of rubble masonry in front and rear.

Its height, as stated above, is to be 155 feet above mean

river bed, the river bed at site of dam being 2,837.36 feet

above mean sea level. The bottom width of the dam

is 136 feet, top width 12 feet. It will be surmounted

by a parapet 5 feet high and 4 feet thick, thus making

the total height 160 feet. -

The foundation of the dam is rock (syenite), which

forms the bed of the river, and which is found at a

depth of from 20 to 30 feet below the natural surface

of the hills forming the banks of the river.

The linestone for the concrete is obtained at the foot

of the hills, at a distance of some 12 miles from the site

of the dam. An analysis of four specimens shows it to

be an eminently hydraulic lime and well suited for the

work.

It will be conveyed up the ghat to the head of the

“watershed cutting” by a wire tramway about 12,000

feet long, having a general rise of about 1 in 10, the

power for driving the tramway being a Girard turbine

of 30 horse power, with a fall of 160 feet. From the

head of the “watershed cutting” the limestone will

be carried down the Muliaparyaim in barges, the

tributary being rendered navigable by means of a lock

and four dams, the limestone, at the dams, being

transported from the barges in the upper reach to

those in the lower reach. The stone is at present ob

tained from the cutting made through the hill to form

the right bank escape, and when this is exhausted it is

proposed to convey the stone from the “watershed

cutting,” down the Muliaparyaim in the same man

ner as the linestone.

Excellent sand for mortar is obtained from various

parts of the bed of the river. It is at present raised by

Imeans of hand dredgers, but will in future be raised by

Imeans of a sand pump, which is an ordinary 6 in. cen

trifugal, having a set of cutters working at the end of

its suction pipe. The concrete is manufactured en

tirely by machinery, the power for driving the same

being an inward-flow Waverley turbine, developing 150

horse power with a fall of 20 feet, and is worked by the

river itself. The plant consists of six Baulus portable

stone crushers, four disintegrators for pulverizing the

lime and burnt clay, the latter being added if the lime

is found not sufficiently hydraulic ; two mortar mixers,

and two concrete mixers. The Inaterials are measured

automatically by means of drums, which are all placed

on the same shaft and worked by gearing from the

countershaft driving the mortar mixers. The porpor

tion in which the ingredients are mixed is : 25 parts of

lime, ground but not slaked, 30 parts of sand, and 100

of broken stone. If burnt clay, or “sueki,” as it is

termed, is added, the proportion of sueki will be the

same as that of the lime. Froin the measuring drums

the lime and sand pass into the mortar mixer and from

thence into the concrete mixer, where the mortar meets

the stone, which is measured directly into the latter.

A pump supplies the necessary amount of water and

also feeds a small service reservoir, from which water

is distributed to the various houses of the engineering

staff. From the concrete Inixers the stuff is discharged

into trucks, which carry it to a wire tramway, driven

by a belt from the main shaft of the workshop. This

tramway first carries it across the river, and then along

the front of the dam, the empty buckets bringing back

the raw Inaterials, which are brought by the barges to

the front of the dain.

The great difficulty that presents itself at present is

the disposal of the water during the construction of

the dam. The method now adopted is raising the water

as the dam is being built up and diverting it round the

right flank of the dam, and from thence allowing it to

flow down to the workshop, which is situated on the

right bank of the river and in rear of the dam.

The operation of boring the tunnel is carried on, at

its lower or north end, by means of machine drills,

worked by compressed air, the power being a Girard

turbine of 50 horse power, with a fall of 150 feet. The

whole of the tunnel is through hard syenite, which

forins these hills. At the upper or south end a shaft

is sunk and the tunnel is carried downward by hand

drilling. Two semicircular tunnels taking off from the

east and west face of the shaft connect it with the

watershed cutting. Somewhere about the center of its

length another shaft is being sunk, and the tunnel

will be worked from both faces, by means of machine

drills driven by compressed air, the power being

stealm.

Soue idea of the difficulties of the work may be

gathered from the fact that a river, flowing through

banks formed by hills and subject to heavy floods,

causing it to rise sometiines ten feet in a few hours,

has to be gradually raised and diverted during the

construction of the dail, ; and also the work has to be

of such a character as to be able to stand any scouring

action from the river, which, during flood time, fre

quently rises to the extent of completely overtopping

and submerging the works; often causing considerable

annoyance and delay. To this may be added, that for

three months in the year the place has to be left, owing

to the malarious fever which spreads over these places

during the hot, dry months of April, May, and June,

rendering it unhabitable except to a few hardy ones.

B. C. E.

Periyar, Madura District, South India.

Lead-Coated Zinc,

A process of coating iron with lead on zinc has been

exhibited in operation at the works of Messrs. Joseph

Westwood & Co., Napier Yard, Millwall. It consists in

first pickling the iron articles to be coated with lead in

a weak acid bath, through which a mild current of

electricity is passed. This loosens the magnetic oxide

or scale and cleans the iron, which is next placed in a

lime water bath, by which the acid is neutralized. The

iron is then washed in a bath of clear water, all three

baths having a temperature of 120° Fah. The next

step is that of immersing the iron goods in a liquid ine

tallic bath, composed of zinc and tin in equal parts, in

a solution of hydrochloric acid, at a temperature of

110° Fab. The iron is subsequently passed through a

bath of molten lead in the same way as in the ordinary

galvanizing process, and this gives it the desired lead

coating. The coating is said to be very strongly ad

herent, and to withstand very severe treatment.
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A. C. HOBBS, THE LOCK EXPERT.

The death, on October 6 last, at Bridgeport, Conn.,

of this most noted of American lock experts, recalls

many striking incidents of his remarkable professional

career, for in the study of locks and the Inechanism of

opening them he inade a unique profession and a

world-wide reputation. He was born in Boston, Oc

tober 7, 1812, his father being a carpenter and joiner,

from England, and his Inother coming from Wales. At

ten years of age he commenced his work as

a boy on a farm, which was followed by a

place in a dry goods store, and that by com

Inencing to learn wood carving. Carriage

body making came next, and then a short

trip as a sailor, after which tin plate work

and coach and harness trimming were tried,

to be followed by an apprenticeship at glass

cutting, an occupation he followed for

about eight years. In connection with cut

ting glass door knobs he invented and

patented a new method of fastening the

knobs in the socket by which they were

attached to the lock, by which he was first

brought in contact with lock makers. He

afterward opened a store in New York to

sell locks and fireproof safes, and made a

specialty of bank locks. He got up for him

self a very fine set of tools for opening

vaults and safes, and made his first call

with them and one of his own locks on a

bank at Stamford, Conn.

They had on their doors a Jones padlock,

which held an iron strap over the keyhole

of an Andrews bank lock which had cost

the bank $150. In addition they had a

warded lock, making three locks, any one

of which was considered quite secure against

being opened without the proper key. Also

a supposed secure lock was placed on the

outside door of the bank. The bank direc

tors decided that if the lock on the outside

of the door and those on the vault could be

opened in two hours without injuring the locks, they

would purchase a new lock. Mr. Hobbs then, after

examining the keyholes, selected a few instruments

from his assortment, opened the outside door and the

three locks on the vault in twenty-three minutes.

No further argument was needed, the new lock was

purchased, and their vault made secure. This occur

red in January, 1847. From that time until 1851 his

whole attention and time were occupied in visiting

banks, including nearly all in the United States.

you think you can open it 7” “Yes,” said Mr. Hobbs,

“ and I leave for New York as soon as I have finished

putting on this lock.”

Mr. Hobbs went to New York and had thirty days in

which to open the safe, within which had been placed

a check for $500. The room was cleared at 9 o'clock in

the evening, and at 11%. Mr. Hobbs had the position of

all the tumblers marked out and a wire inserted by

which the bolt could be withdrawn. Early in th

A. C. HOBBS,

morning he sent word to Woodbridge that something

was the matter with the lock, and requested him to

come in at 10 o'clock. Woodbridge was delighted, as

he had arranged that if any instrument should be in

serted in the lock and the tumblers were not in proper

position, such tool would be locked in and could not be

withdrawn. At 10 o'clock Woodbridge, the directors,

and the arbitrators were on hand, and Mr. Hobbs care

fully moved the wire which he had watched for three

hours and then pulled open the door of the safe and

*

later lock which was used on the safe of Brown.

Shipley & Co., bankers, and in order to open it the

letters of, a word were selected from a dial on the door.

Mr. Hobbs called at the bank and had an interview

with Mr. Brown, who locked the safe and then said

that it was utterly impossible to open it without know

ing the combination. While conversing with Mr.

Brown, Mr. Hobbs stood with his back to the dial, and

with one hand behind him unlocked the safe and pro

nounced the lock worthless.

Mr. Hobbs began lock making for himself

in Cheapside, London, and in time the

business grew enormously. In 1860 he came

to New York, but retained his interest in

the firm of Hobbs, Hart & Co. Then he took

charge of the Howe Sewing Machine Works

in Bridgeport, and in 1866 was placed in

charge of the Union Metallic Cartridge

Works of Bridgeport, of Schuyler, Hartley

& Graham of New York. A few buildings

were erected. The works have grown to be

the largest in the world of the kind, from

1,500 to 2,000 hands being constantly em

ployed in filling orders from all parts of the

world.

Mr. Hobbs continued to superintend the

works until three years ago, when he was

succeeded by his son, Alfred J. Hobbs, the

present superintendent. Mr. Hobbs had

been called Commodore for many years be

cause of his active interest in yachting

sports. He was owner of the yacht Quin

nipiac, on which he spent a good portion of

his leisure. He leaves one son, two daugh

ters, and a widow.

-

CHAUTAUQUA.

Who has not heard of Chautauqua 7

That great literary center whose influence,

perhaps, permeates the entire globe. Cer

tain it is that among all degrees of literary

culture, from that of the university man

down to the graduate of the simplest village school, the

Chautauqua “circles” claim their devotees. They

have found entrance even through the dense walls of

our prisons and penitentiaries, and many darkened

hearts whose weary existence hitherto knew no hope,

no interest, now bless the name of the inaugurator of

the movement, good Bishop Vincent, as, in the pages

of their histories, they study the progress of the

world, and thus lose sight of their own darkened past

and despairing present. *

In 1848 Mr. Hobbs was at the bank of Lancaster, Pa.,

putting on a lock that he had sold them. As the

cashier came in the bank with his morning paper, he

said, “Mr. Hobbs, there is something for you,” throw

ing down his New York paper, in which was an adver

tisement from a Mr. Woodbridge, of Perth Amboy,

offering $500 to any one who would open his lock then

on one of Herring's safes in the Merchants' Exchange

reading room in New York. Mr. Hobbs said to the

cashier, “That is my money.” “What,” said he, “do

secured the $500. In April, 1851, Mr. Hobbs went to

London to examine a wonderful lock made by

Brahma. There was a standing offer of 200

guineas to any one who should be able to open

it without the key. A committee was appointed,

long articles were published in the newspapers,

and the trial began. It took Mr. Hobbs fifty-one

hours to pick the lock, and there was a complete

overthrow of the locks in general use in England.

William Brown of Liverpool was the inventor of a

Yet this great literary center, this beehive of intel

lectual activity, is comprised in some fifty acres of

New York soil, situated on a ten mile strip between

Lakes Erie and Chautauqua, the latter being 700 feet

above the level of Lake Erie. The Assembly Grounds

are three-quarters of a mile long by one-quarter

broad, and inclosed by a high fence, beyond which,

for ingress or egress, one may not pass without per

mission, procurable only by presentation of a Chautau

qua ticket. -
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Taking the steamer at Mayville, on the shore of Lake

Chautauqua, we cross to the summer city, landing at

“The Dock,” a tasteful wooden structure glearning

white across the waters; and having purchased our

tickets, in delighted wonderment we pick our way over

the miniature Palestine, said to be a perfect representa

tion of the Holy Land. It is laid out on a scale of two

feet to a mile for horizontal distances, and 380 for ver

tical measure, with the various towns and villages re

presented in plans on plaster mounds.

Leaving the main road at “Beersheba " we follow

the valley of the Jordan to the city of “Dan,” thread

ing our way among the Bible students, who with open

maps in hand attentively study the plan beneath

their feet. Taking a seat for a moment, perchance in

the grateful shade of Mount Hermon, we plan a future

examination of the ingenious model which, in all prob

ability, we never get a chance to execute, owing to

the continuous succession of prayer meetings, club

meetings, “round table” discussions, concerts and

lectures, each, in its way, a literary treat, from the

moment of opening our eyes in the tiny, sweet-smell

ing bedrooms of the cottages, roused by the cry of the

newsboys—“Chautauqua Assembly Daily Herald !”—

to the close of the busy day, when, with lights out and

windows open to the quiet sky, we woo the fresh straw

ticks and smile ourselves to sleep, soothed by the

lullaby of the good old curfew.

But besides the literary and musical entertainments

which are open to every visitor, the various surn

mer schools of music, elocution, physical culture,

dress reform, photography, cooking, and Christian

sciences prove very fascinating to young and old alike.

The superficial observer can form no conception of the

value and thoroughness of the work done in these brief

summer schools. Take, for instance, that department

of the School of Physical Education under the charge

of Mrs. Coleman E. Bishop, whose lithe, light form and

easy grace give ample testimonial to the efficacy of the

Delsarte system, of which she is a leading exponent.

In the daily exercises of this class the nervous sys

tem is so trained and developed that an amount of

lightness and grace never before dreamed of is ac

quired by the delighted student, and it is claimed that

the dignity of the body gives dignity to the mental

and moral nature, just as true as the lofty mind and

pure heart, when not counteracted by self-conscious

ness, find a natural expression in dignified carriage.

The system is a revelation to those nerve-bound per

sons who, with well developed muscles, keep such

tension upon them when not in use that their vital

'force is uselessly squandered. It teaches how to con

serve vital energy; how to avoid wasteful nerve ten

sion; so that the student works better, rests better,

and also, by the physical exercise of certain nerves,

gains more brilliancy and activity of mind.

Nor are the other schools less profitable, less inter

esting. The voice of the declaimer, the notes of the

singer, the tones of the organ, are heard on all hands;

and Professor Charles Ehrmann and his troop of ama

teur photographers, armed with cameras, excite the

envy of those who have not been fortunate enough to

secure his instructions.—Annie Crawford in Domin

tom Illustrated.

Improved Alloys.

These are alloys for the manufacture of boring and

cutting tools having a hardness equal to that of tem

pered steel, with the further advantage of not losing

their hardness when heated by friction. The follow

ing alloy is suitable for the manufacture of boring

tools such as drills, milling cutters, reamers, and the

like :

Pig iron................................................... 17:25

Ferro-manganese..... 3:00

Chromium.......... 1:50

Tungsten. ................................................ 5’25

Aluminum.... ............................................ 1.25

Nickel ................................... ............. .. 0'50

Copper............... ........ * * * * * * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.75

Bar iron........... • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 70-50

100.00

The following alloy is suitable for the manufacture

of nail-cutting blades, cutting blades for machines,

cutting-out tools, and the like:

Pig iron..... ..................*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 17

Ferro-manganese................ ......................... 4'50

Chromium........ ................ ....... 2°00

Tungsten......................................... 7-50

Aluminum... ........................................... 2:00

Nickel........ ......... .................................. 0.75

Copper.................................... ... ............ 1:00

Bar iron (Swedish)...................... .................. 65'00

100'00

In making these alloys the pig iron, ferro-manga

nese, chromium, and tungsten are melted together in

graphite crucibles under stick charcoal and calcined

borax, the tungsten and pig iron being preferably

melted first. The alloy so produced is then remelted

in clay crucibles together with the bar iron; and the

nickel, copper, and aluminum are then added. The

metal is this time covered with stick charcoal only.

The above alloys are cast in sand moulds.–F. W. Mar

tino, Sheffield, and F. R. Martino, Birmingham.

THE MADISON SQUARE GARDEN WEATHER WANE,

THE HUNTRESS DIANA.

The tower of the new Madison Square Garden, of

this city, has recently been completed, and has been

surnounted by the great weather vane representing the

huntress Diana discharging an arrow in the direc

tion whence the wind is coming. On account of its ele

vated position and high artistic character the colossal

statue, for such the weather vane really is, has attract

ed much attention. The general design is due to Mr.

Stanford White, of this city, who was the architect

of the building and the tower, and who is the archi

tect of the Washington arch in this city, now approach

ing completion. The statue proper is the production

of the celebrated sculptor, Augustus St. Gaudens.

The full sized model was supplied from the artist's

studio, and the statue was reproduced in metal by W.

H. Mullins, of Salem, Ohio.

The statue, whose general appearance is given very

accurately in the cut, is 18 feet in height, and, with its

iron fraine, armatures, and counterpoising, weighs

1,800 pounds. It is made of 22 ounce copper, struck up

in drop presses. The process of manufacture was as

follows :

Using the statue as a model, a number of plaster of

Paris moulds were made to cover, section by section,

THE MADISON SQUARE GARDEN WEATHER WANE,

THE HUNTRESS DIANA.

the entire figure. From each of these moulds a cast

ing was taken, the cavity being filled with melted zinc,

thus giving an accurate male die, reproducing every

detail and roughness of the original statue. Female

dies were made, also of zinc, using the male dies as a

base. The statue was struck up from these dies. A

corresponding pair were placed in a drop press and ac

curately adjusted. Sheet copper, cut to proper size

and placed between the dies, was gradually struck up

by a succession of blows, with constant annealing be

tween the impacts. In general the female dies were

continually replaced by others of increased depth, a

single male die in general answering for each part. A

shallow rebate was worked upon some of the edges of

the pieces, so as to enable a comparatively flush joint

to be made by lapping an unrebated edge thereon.

The whole was then riveted together and finally

brazed so as to produce a water-tight structure.

The frame consists principally of wrought iron pipe.

A 7 inch pipe runs up through the central axis of the

figure to the head, and to it other pipes, bars and

stays of iron are secured, running to and attached to

different parts of the figure as required.

The foot of the figure rests upon a hollow ball, 22

inches in diameter; an extension of the central 7 inch

pipe runs down a further distance of 9 feet; and this is

surrounded by a 10 inch pipe, which extends up a short

distance through the bottom of the upper ball. The

lower ball is 3 feet 4 inches in diameter.

It is obvious that as the statue turns, the 9 foot sec

tion of pipe must also turn, and that the upper ball at

tached to the figure turns with it. The construction,

it will be seen, absolutely excludes all rain from

the interior of the 10 inch pipe. The weight of the

figure is sustained by two horizontal ball bearings,

about 9 feet apart and within the 10 inch pipe and

lower ball. Each bearing consists of two annularly

grooved flanges, between which a number of 13 inch

steel balls work within the grooves. By adjustment

of the relative parts, principally as regards the location

of the frame, the center of gravity is brought as nearly

as possible to fall upon the axis of the 7 inch pipe. A

bolt and nut at the bottom of the rotating pipe holds

the figure down to its position, so that it cannot leave

the ball bearings. It is found that a wind pressure of

one-fourth of a pound to the square foot is sufficient to

move the statue.

Below the figure is the great crescent, measuring

about 12 feet from tip to tip and 22 inches in hori

zontal depth. This is built upon an angle iron frame.

The sides and bottom are closed with plate glass in

small panes, and a series of lids close the top. Within

the crescent are 66 incandescent lamps, ten of 50 candle

power and the rest of 16 candle power each. In

mediately above the crescent, ten reflecting lamps are

arranged to cast their rays upward upon the figure.

These are carried by ten arms of gas pipe.

The apex of the figure is 347 feet from the ground.

The highest point accessible by fixed ladders is the

crescent, 323 feet from the ground. -

A lightning rod connection with the rotating fig

ure is thus arranged : The upper part of the 10 inch

stationary tube is surrounded with a copper ring in

mediately under the upper ball. From this ring six

arius of copper rod extend upward, terminating in

points almost in contact with the ball, which latter,

it will be remembered, turns with the figure. From

the ring the main lightning conductor is carried down

to the ground.

Ice Cream Diet.

Dr. Herstey reports, in the American Medical News,

three cases of gastric ulcer in which recovery had fol

lowed the use of a diet of ice cream. This novel method

of treatment was suggested to him by the experience

of a patient, a woman of thirty-five, who had for three

Inonths suffered from symptoms of gastric ulcer. She

had haematemesis and severe pain, and could retain

nothing until by chance she one day took a small

quantity of ice cream. She had lost 25 lb. in weight.

As all ordinary methods of dieting had failed, and

digested food administered by the rectum was rejected,

the patient at her own desire was allowed ice cream,

and told to take as much of it as she could. Her

severe symptoms at once began to subside, and at the

end of two months, during which from one to three

quarts of ice cream were taken daily, she had gained

24 lb. in weight. Solid nourishment was gradually

added to her diet, and she made a complete recovery.

Dr. Herstey had a similar experience with two other

patients, in one of whom there were symptoms of perfo

ration and local peritonitis, and he is naturally inclined

to think highly of the mode of treatment and to recom

mend its use in similar cases. He believes that the ice

cream in those cases is beneficial because of the local

anaesthetic action of the cold permitting digestion to

go on without pain, while at the same time sufficient

material for digestion and nourishment is supplied in

the creatu. But he insists that every care must be

taken to insure the absolute purity and freshness of

the ice cream, and for this purpose he recommends

that only that which is made at home should be used

in such cases. -

---

~

Grand Marais Harbor, Michigan.

At Grand Marais, Mich., nine miles east of Big Sable

light, thirty-five miles east of Grand Island, and forty

nine miles west of Whitefish Point, the government

has made a deep water harbor, now in readiness to

afford shelter to vessels in the Lake Superior trade.

The width between the piers is 500 feet, and there is at

this time a channel into the harbor midway between

the piers having a width of 175 feet with not less than

17 feet of water in it. The full width of 500 feet

between the piers will in time be dredged to a suffi

cient depth for Lake Superior vessels. The harbor is

about a mile and a quarter long and 1,000 feet wide in

its narrowest part.

-4-e----

THE Densmore Typewriter Company have lately

added some novel features to their machine, one of

which is a diagonal ribbon movement which greatly

increases the printing life of the ribbon and continu

ally brings fresh ink to the letters, prevents central

wear, etc. These improvements will be greatly ap.

preciated by all users of the machine.
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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS.

Engineering.

AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF FOR ENGINES.–

Peter Davidson, St. Mary's, Ohio. This invention

relates to stationary engines which have no governors

for regulating the throttle valves, and provides for

rigidly connecting the valve with a rod sustained by a

trip support, and arranged to be tripped or dislodged

by the jar of the engine in speeding. The device is

designed to automatically shut off steam and stop the

engine when an accident occurs, like the breaking of

belts, etc., while it may also be arranged to afford

facility for the proper regulation of the flow of steam,

and is applicable to either the throttle or butterfly valve.

HYDROCARBON BURNER. – Joseph

Burns, Fort Plain, N. Y. This invention is designed

to afford a simple and durable burner which will permit

the operator to change the intensity of the flame when

ever required, and direct the flame to any desired place

in the furnace. The main air pipe is provided with a

smaller concentric air pipe open at both ends, into

which extends a sliding and burning oil tube, having on

its front end a burner proper and a faucet. According as

the operator turns the oil supply pipe he changes the

position of the burner, so that the flame varies corre

spondingly, the sheet of flame extending horizontally,

at an inclination, or vertically, while the intensity is

varied as the pipe is moved inward or outward.

Railway Appliances.

CAR COUPLING. - James H. Sweeney,

Franklin, Tenn. In this device the link lifter has a

shaft provided with a toothed segment or plate engaged

by a pawl, a rod connected at one end with the pawl

being projected at its other end through a slot in the

drawhead, where it is connected with a pin support.

The arrangement is such that cars of different heights

or with straight or bent links can be conveniently

coupled thereby, the pawl being released and the link

lifter operated from the top of the car or by crank

handles from either side.

CAR BRAKE.—Henry F. Braun, Deni

son, Texas. The ordinary brake beams are dispensed

with by the use of the car brake mechanism provided

by this invention, the several brake shoes carrying self

adjusting levers.

rods and independent shoes are fixed lever arms having

a fixed pivotal bearing in the car frame, and independ

ent lever arms connected with the brake shoes, the fixed

arms, and the operating rods, the independent levers

transmitting the brake power to the shoes. The oper

ating lever rod can be arranged to be operated by air

pressure if desired, and the mechanism can be readily

adapted to car bodies now in general use without

changing their construction.

Mechanical Appliances.

BRICK AND TILE CUTTER. — Davis

Brown, Decatur, Ill. This is an automatic cutting at

tachment designed especially for machines delivering

long bars or a continuous bar of clay, to cut them into

suitable lengths, the construction being such that the

cutting surfaces are readily changed when damaged.

The table and the measuring roller belt of the attach

ment are so arranged that should the column of clay

cease moving, the operative parts of the attachment will

be simultaneously stopped, while the driving speed is

regulated according to the delivery of the bars of clay.

CARPENTER'S GAUGE.-Christopher C.

Harris, Missoula, Montana. This invention consists of

a bar having a fixed head and a movable head, an L

shaped guide rod sliding with one end on the fixed

head while a connecting arm sliding on the guide rod

is connected with the movable head. The implement

is of simple design, and convenient to mark for hinges

on doors and jambs, to facilitate the hanging of doors

and for use by other mechanics.

Miscellaneous.

AERIAL MACHINE. – Stewart Cairn

cross. Grafton, North Dakota. This air ship has a

skeleton frame with a smooth closed bottom, a short

distance over which are held gas bags designed to assist

in lifting the machine and supply gas to engines to

work propellers for directing and steering the machine

in the air, as well as for lighting and heating cars to be

carried by the machine. The invention is an improve

ment on a former patented invention of the same in

ventor, providing a construction designed to be light in

weight but of great strength, and under the ready con

trol of the operator in ascending or descending or

traveling in any direction.

TYPEWRITING MACHINE. — Michael

Hearn and Morgan Donne, London, England. The

patent of this machine presents an elaborate exposition.

in eight pages of drawings and six pages of specifica

tions, of its various parts and their combination and ar

rangement. It has independent type levers, normally

held vertical by gravity, and at their ends furnished with

long type pieces having several characters upon the face,

while a cylindrical platen mounted in a frame is connect

ed by arms and a rocking shaft with a lever adapted to

receive a differential depression by pistons to bring the

platen into position to receive the impression of the

capitals or the numerals of the type pieces. The

ribbon may be moved out of the way if desired and the

machine be employed to produce a stencil in waxed

paper.

TYPEWRITING MACHINE.-Jefferson M.

Prentice, San Francisco, Cal. This improvement con

sists in arranging a shift bar at the front of the machine

parallel with the ordinary space bar, and in the means for

connecting it with the plaren or roller, and makes a

Remington No. 2 available for persons having the use

of but one hand. The keyboard is simplified by the re

moval of two keys, and the substitute for them is not a

cumbersome addition to or enlargement of the ma

chine, extending but one-fourth of an inch from the

front and having a top flange that fits snugly up to the

space bar

Combined with the operating brake ||

TELEGRAPH KEY.-Louis F. Robare,

Au Sable Forks, N. Y. This is a simple legless key

from which the regular binding posts are omitted, the

key being formed of a base plate, while pillars form the

bearings of the key trunnions and serve as binding

posts. The construction obviates the necessity of driv

ing staples into the table on which the key is mounted.

J E W E L E R S T o O L.—Frank Heller,

Brazil, Ind. This is a watchmaker's ruby pin setter,

and consists of a handle having a chuck to hold the

balance staff and a head with a series of grooves to re

ceive the roller pin, with a clamping device to hold the

roller pin in position in the roller table while the ce

ment is applied. With this tool a roller jewel of any

watch may be quickly and accurately secured in place.

CLOTH MEASURING MACHINE.-Hubert

Hebert, Lake Linden. Mich. The main frame of this

machine contains a winding mechanism, and a spring

pressed strip mounted on a cross piece of the frame is

provided with adjustable guide pins, a register being

supported on horizontal slides so that it may be ro

tated by the traveling cloth. The construction is sim

ple, and by means of the machine loose cloth may be

rapidly and nicely rolled into a web, or cloth may be

rolled from one board upon another, and in either case

may be accurately measured.

SHOW CASE.-Charles A. Bacon, St.

John's, Mich. This case is more especially designed

for the display of plug tobacco put up in caddies, and

has a door and one or more glazed sides and inwardly

projecting adjustable arms to support the caddies. Ar

ranged to project down within the top of the case is a

dampening box having perforated sides, within which

is held a wet sponge, the tobacco being thus kept moist

and free from dust and dirt.

SHUTTER FASTENER. – William B.

Liming, Philadelphia, Pa. This is a simple securing de

vice for the detachable connection of one folding sec

tion of an inside shutter or blind to another section of

the same window blind. It consists essentially of a cyl

indrical spring box, to be embedded near the center of

length of a shutter or blind, in one of two adjacent sec

tions, the device facilitating the manipulation of sec

tional folding blinds by detachably locking two or more

sections together.

FIRE ESCAPE.—Henry Schwannecke,

New York City. This improvement consists essentially

of two chairs or balconies so connected that when one

descends the other will ascend, the balconies being pro

vided with suitable tracks, and cushions being so ar

ranged that the occupants of the balconies or chairs

will sustain no shock when the balconies reach the

ground. This fire escape is designed to be placed at the

side of a building without detracting from its appear

ance, and the construction is simple, durable, and in

expensive.

HOSE COUPLING -Ransom Reid and

James P. Browne, Santa Ana, Cal. An exterior annu

lar bevel is, according to this invention, formed on the

male member of the coupling and adapted to engage a

correspondingly shaped opening in the female member,

hooks being mounted to slide in the female member

and engage the back of the bevel to draw the male

member to its seat. The device facilitates a ready and

convenient coupling and uncoupling.

WHEEL. - Evert Takken, Douglas,

Mich. A vehicle wheel constructed in the manner pro

vided by this invention is designed to be readily ad

justed to take up all wear, and to be easily repaired in

case of being injured. The hub has at its inner end an

offset and supports dished rings, one of the rings abut

ting against the offset and both having parallel flanges

with recesses through which the spokes extend, while a

nut screws on the outer threaded end of the hub against

the outermost ring, and bolts fasten the flanges of the

rings together.

FOOD MILL. - James D. Smith and

Thomas H. Duhart, Worcester, Mass. Bread and

similar articles may be rapidly and conveniently

crumbed by this mill, which has a horizontally revolu

ble cylinder with a perforated bottom, near which,

within the cylinder, are held a number of inclined

knives, saws being mounted in a hopper above from

which material is delivered to the cylinder, and the

saws and cylinder being turned by a gear mechanism.

SEWING MACHINE SPOOL RACK. –

Luise Lewy, New York City. Combined with a post

having a fixed and a hinged arm is a disk turning be

tween the arms from which extend spool-carrying

spindles, a locking plate on the hinged arm engaging

the outer ends of the spindles, with means for locking

the disk to prevent its turning. The device is designed

to hold and lock a number of spools in place, and pre

vent tangling and waste of the thread, while guiding

the thread of one of the spools to the head of the sew

ing machine, the ready unwinding of the threads in

work being facilitated.

VEIL HOLDER.-Linnie A. H. Grenelle,

Hampton, Iowa. The body portion of the holder,

which may be of crescent shape, plain or ornamented,

consists of two pieces detachably connected together,

to which are hinged pins having knuckle-like projec

tions, there being springs within the body pieces en

gaging the projections of the pins. The device is

designed to make a pretty hat or bonnet ornament and

may also be used as a clasp for collars, ribbons, etc.

NECKTIE FASTENER.—James A. Morris,

Atlanta Ga. This is a skeleton or open frame, designed

to be struck up by dies from a single piece of sheet

metal, and having a finger projecting outward from one

upper corner and a retaining tang projecting inward to

engage a portion of the neckband after it has been

passed under the finger. The device is designed to af

ford means to arrange a scarf in the "four-in-hand ”

style in a speedy manner without a mirror.

COVER FOR TABLES OR STANDS.–

Fred E. Waring, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. This is a

simple and convenlent cover which may be made to

disappear through a slot in the table or stand, and is

adapted to cover a phonograph or other article. The

cover is of a semi-cylindrical shape and has its ends cut

away, while cleats are pivoted at their outer ends to

the support and pivotally connected at their inner ends

with the ends of the cover.

BURGLAR ALARM. – Carl Guelich,

Ottawa, Kansas. In a suitable casing is a bell and a

pivoted striker, a shaft in the casing having a crank

engaging a slot in the striker, while a drum on the

shaft carries a rope or cord whose outer end is con

nected with a weight resting on the bottom of the

casing, a string being also secured to the weight, by

which it may be withdrawn from the casing. The

device may be conveniently carried about and set up

in any place desired, the string being stretched across

the anticipated path of the burglar, whose pressure

against the string withdraws the weight and sounds

the alarm.

DUMB WAITER. — Michael Sullivan,

Highwood, Conn. An improved lift for dumb waiters,

sashes, and similar articles is provided by this inven

tion. Within the frame is an upper transverse shaft

having an operating pulley, a small fast gear, and a

loose drum with a large gear, from which extends the

cable suspending the waiter, while there is a lower

shaft with a large and small fixed gear meshing at all

times with the other fixed and loose gears. The im

provement is an inexpensive mechanism, designed to

be very simple and durable.

GAME BOARD – Edwin L. McCon

aughy, Philadelphia, Pa. This board consists of a flat

table with a cushion around its edge and an air jet

device located near its center and adapted to radially

project a light ball on the table toward any one of a

series of pockets formed at different points in the top

surface of the table, the pockets having different values

to be counted in the game when filled by a ball.

Note.—Copies of any of the above patents will be

furnished by Munn & Co., for 25 cents each. Please

send name of the patentee, title of invention and date

of this paper.
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1. Handsome plate in colors of a cottage erected on

Great Diamond Island, near Portland, Maine, at

a cost of $800 complete. Floor plans and per

spective elevation.

2. Plate in colors of a beautiful residence at Chester

Hill, Mount Vernon, N.Y., also a second view in

perspective, with floor plans, etc. Cost $8,500.

3. A comfortable cottage to cost $3,000. Plans and

perspective.

4. Design of an ornamental oriel or bay window from

a dwelling at Paris.

5. A colonial house erected on Chester Hill, Mount

Vernon, N. Y., at a cost of $8,000 complete.

Floor plans and perspective elevation.

6. Dwelling at Montclair, N. J. Cost $3,500 complete.

Floor plans and perspective.

7. An attractive cottage at Portchester, N.Y., esti

mated cost $4,200. Perspective and plans.

8. Handsome residence at Bensonhurst, Long Island,

erected at a cost of $7,000 complete. Perspective

elevation and floor pians.

9. Sketch of a small cottage or lodge.

10. Block of seven dwellings recently erected at Brook

line, Mass., at a cost of $150,000 for the entire

block. Messrs. Fehmer & Page, architects,

Boston, Mass. Floor plans and perspective.

11. A handsome house for $7,500 erected at Montclair,

N. J. The design is a unique model of coziness.

Floor plans and perspective.

12. Triumphal arch, Timegad, Algeria, from a drawing

by Mr. Alexander Graham, F.S.A.

13. Restoration of triumphal arch, Timegad, Algeria,

from a drawing by Mr. Alexander Graham, F.

S.A.

14. A modern dwelling of attractive design erected on

Grand Avenue, at Asbury Park, N. J. Cost

$4,500 complete. Floor plans and perspective

elevation.

15. A Queen Anne cottage recently erected at Larch

mont Manor, New York. Cost $3,700 complete.

Frank E. Wallis, architect, New York. Plans

and perspective.

16. Engraving of the new Wesleyan chapel, Sunday

school and lecture rooms, at West Kirby, Eng

land.

17. View of the Kentucky National Bank Building,

Louisville, Ky.

18. Miscellaneous contents: The education of custom

ere.—Non-porous walls.—The ScIENTIFIC AMERI.

CAN a help to builders.-Architects' difficulties.--

Roof drenchers.—How to catch contracts.—Cy

pre-s timber and its uses.—Improve your prop

erty.—Some of the merits. – Boschin.—Water

pipes of alder.—Iron levels with double plumb,

illustrated.—The largest plank in the world.—A

steel ribbon for hanging windows or heavy

doors, illustrated. – Marston's hand an i foot

power machinery, illustrated.—The Fuller &

Warren Co., heaters, illustrated.—Stamped steel

ceilings, illustrated. - An improved window

frame, illustrated. -

The Scientific American Architects and Builders

Edition is issued monthly. $2.50 a year. Single copies,

25 cents. Forty large quarto pages, equal to about

two hundred ordinary book pages; forming, practi

cally, a large and splendid MAGAZINE of ARCHITEC

TURE, richly adorned with elegant plates in colors and

with fine engravings, illnstrating the moct interesting

examples of Modern Architectural Construction and

allied subjects.

The Fullness, Richness, Cheapness, and Convenience

of this work have won for it the LARGEST CIRCULATION

of any Architectural publication in the world. Sold by

all newsdealers.

MUNN & CO., PublishERs.

361 Broadway, New York.

2Business and GPersonal.

The charge for Insertion under this head is One Dollar a line

for each insertion; about eight words to a line. Adver

tisements must be received at publication office as early as

Thursday morning to appearin the following week's issue.

For Sale-New Grindstone Frames made in one cast

ing. Will furnish castings only if desired. W. P. Davis.

Rochester, N. Y.

Acme engine, 1 to 5 H. P. See adv, next issue.

Best $12. Portable Forge. Amer. Tool Co., Clev., O.

Presses & Dies. Ferracute Mach. Co., Bridgeton, N.J.

6 Spindle Turret Drill Press. A. D. Quint, Hartford. Ct.

For Die Sinking, Steel and Iron Drop Forgings, address

N. Eccles & Son, Auburn, N.Y.

Machinery wanted for crushing asbestos and separat

ing the fiber. Keasbey & Mattison, Ambler, Pa.

Steam Hammers, Improved Hydraulic Jacks, and Tube

Expanders. R. Dudgeon, 24 Columbia St., New York.

Screw machines, milling machines, and drill presses.

The Garvin Mach. Co., Laight and Canal Sts., New York.

Centrifugal Pumps for paper and pulp mills. Irrigating

and sand pumping plants. Irvin Van Wie, Syracuse, N.Y.

“Pneumatic Cotton Picker” will pick 30 acres daily.

Will sell share or place on royalty. C. Baldwin. Quincy,

Ill.

For Sale-A vacuum pan, a digester or converter, a

still. All copper. Apply to J. Edw. Crusel, New Orleans,

La.

Billings' Double-acting Ratchet Drills, Drop Forgings,

Bronze Forgings. Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford,

Conn.

Scale removed and prevented in boilers; for each 50

horse, 10 cents a week. Pittsburgh (Pa.) Boiler Scale

Resolvent Co.

Electricity. Illustrated. New York. 24 pages. The

leading electrical paper in the United States. $2.50 per

year. December number of this year free.

The best book for electricians and beginners in elec

tricity is “Experimental Science,” by Geo. M. Hopkins.

By mail. $4; Munn & Co., publishers, 361 Broadway, N.Y.

For the original Bogardus Universal Eccentric Mill,

Foot and Power Presses, Drills, Shears, etc., address

J.S. & G. F. Simpson, 26to 36 Rodney St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Competent persons who desire agencies for a new

popular book of ready sale, with handsome profit, may

apply to Munn & Co., Scientific American office, 361

Broadway, New York.

$1/"Send for new and complete catalogue of Scientific

and other Books for sale by Munn & Co., 361 Broadway,

New York. Free on application.

HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Names and Address must accompany, a\\ \

or no attention will be paid thereto. is is for our

information and not for publication.

References to former articles or answers should

give date of paper and e or number of question.

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should

repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that

some answers require not a little research, and,

though we endeavor to£ to all either by letter

or in this department, each must take his turn.

Special Written Information on matters of

personal rather than general interest cannot be

expected without remuneration.

Scientific American Supplements referred

to may be had at the office. Price 10 cents each.

Books referred to promptly supplied on receipt of

price.

Minerals sent for examination should be distinctly

marked or labeled.

(3786) D. W. writes: I have constructed

an induction coil and it does not work, so I should like

to have you tell me what I have done wrong. The

primary coil is 5% inches long and composed of 2

layers of No. 20 single-covered wire wound on a core of

No. 18 annealed wire and is 5% inch in diameter. The core

I bound tightly together and soldered at one end. Was

that wrong? The secondary is 5% inches long and 1

inch in diameter and is composed of 8 layers of No. 31

single-covered wire wound on a spool of heavy wrap

ping paper and each layer shellacked. I have tested both

coils singly and they work in circuit with a detector

galvanometer, showing that there are no breaks or short

circuits, but when I connect up as it ought to be it will

not work. A. Your primary wire is too fine and your

secondary wire is too coarse to secure good results.

Two layers of No. 16 would have been better for the

primary and twelve or fifteen layers of No. 36 wire for

the secondary. It would have been better to have

omitted the soldering together of the wires forming the

core. For such a coil you should use two or three cells

of plunging bichromate battery, or any other battery of

equal strength.

(3787) C. W. S. says: I have a nice flat

bottomed row boat, in which I would like to use a sail,

but I do not want to put a center board or keel board

in it. I have heard of using lee boards, but don't know

how to use one; you will oblige me by letting me know

if possible how to use a lee board. A. You can make a

single or double lee board by making a frame of 56

round iron as long as will reach across the boat, with

the ends turned at right angles and flattened, with screw

holes to attach the lee boards, which should be made of

thin oak sharpened on the edges and of sufficient size to

sink to the proper depth. The iron frame to be dropped

into the row locks, or an eye may be attached to the

gunwales to hold the frame.

(3788) R. S. G. asks: 1. Which side of

leather belt should be placed next pulley, and reason f

A. The flesh side of leather belts is usually put next

the oulley, but the hair side has the best pull, and is

used in this way by many. It is probably the appear

ance of the belting when fitting up new mills that keeps

the hair side out. 2. Why should a water gauge, glass

tube, break afterward, if washed when taken out to be

cleaned ? I hear it claimed that it will do so, but will

not if wiped dry. The breaking to happen soon after

it is used, or within a day or so. A. Water gauge
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glasses crack by cleaning, from minute scratches made

on the inside. It matters not how you clean them, pro

vided you do not scratch the inside. The inside sur

face is under tension from imperfect annealing and only

requires the slightest scratch to start a crack. 3. What

color is said to be strongest? Also give relative

strength of red, blue, yellow, violet, and purple and

white light ! A. Of the colors of the spectrum, the yel

low is the strongest. Then follow orange, green, blue,

red, indigo, and violet. The relative numbers being

100, 64,48, 17, 9,3, 3. White light, being the same beam

from which the spectrum is separated, represents 244 in

the above scale.

(3789) J. H. C. asks: Will you give in

formation how to photograph on china and the method

of burning it in, or firing it? A. Scientific AMERICAN

SUPPLEMENT, Nos. 382 and 429, contains full informa

tion.

(8790) W. D. L. asks what to put on a

lamp wick to light it with a piece of ice A. A piece

of potassium laid upon the wick can be used for the

above purpose. A small piece only should be used, as

it is liable to fly about with a sort of explosion.

(3791) M. P. asks how to make the red

lead, used in the preparation of storage batteries, ad

here to the plate. He has used plates perforated with

% inch holes. The litharge keeps well and hardens

quickly, but the minium will fall in powder as soon as

it comes in contact with the acidulated water. A. We

refer you to a recent article in the SciENTIFIC AMERI

cAN, in which the writer recommends wrapping the

electrodes to which the red lead is applied with paper,

and keeping them so wrapped until after the battery is

formed, then removing the paper and replacing the

plates in the solution.

(3792) I. G. says: Please decide for us

whether the dew rises from the ground or falls to the

earth in the form of vapor. A. Dew may be derived from

moisture from the ground or from excess of moisture in

the air near the earth, coming in contact with vegetable

or other substances that have become cold by radiation.

Dew falling upon metallic roofs is free from the influ

ence of ground moisture, and is due to saturation of the

air by cooling of both air and metal by nocturnal radia

tion.

(3793) J. H. & S. E. N. ask why the

Manhattan Elevated Railroad Company have adopted

the new shape smokestack; does it possess any saving

qualities? A. The change is supposed to have been

made to arrest sparks or cinders,which are more or less

a nuisance by falling on the clothing and goods of

people on the street.

(3794) O. O. E. asks: 1. Is there any

thing I can mix with wax so as to make it hard so that

it can be worked into models, gear wheels, etc., and yet

be melted afterward 7 Can this be done with tallow *

A. Tallcw will not harden. Try resin with your wax;

10 to 20 parts will make it much harder and fairly tough.

(3795) H. M. W. asks: 1. Is it possible

to burn water ? If so, how is it done A. It cannot be

burned. Hydrogen binoxide can be produced by special

methods, bht they do not involve “burning water." 2.

Is a temperature of 3,000° Fah. ever obtained in any

blast furnaces P. A. A temperature of over 3,000° Fah.

is supposed to be produced in the blast furnace. It is

impossible to give the exact temperature attainable

under given conditions of size, fuel, flux, etc.

(3796) J. H. W. says: Please tell me

how to make an inexpensive filter to filter machinery

oil, after said oil has passed through Roper's oil ex

tractor. A. Oil from the centrifugal should be allowed

to settle in tanks and then drawn off from the top. If

filtration is then needed, the oil should be run through

woolen cloths or blankets, two or three thicknesses,

spread on the bottom of a sieve or attached to a hook

like a bag and hung in a barrel or oil can.

(8797) D. J. McI. writes: 1. I want to

make my watch dial luminous. In what way should I

prepare a solution of phosphorus for application to

dial so that there will be no danger of the phosphorus

igniting, and when dry it will be luminous? A. The sub

stance to use is not phosphorus, but sulphide of barium

or some other earth-metal. The compound is sold in

commerce as Balmain's luminous paint. It is described

in the “Scientific American Cyclopedia of Receipts.”

What is celluloid, and how is it made? A. It is a mix

ture of nitro-cellulose and camphor. The mixture, to

some extent a species of solution, may be effected by

heat, kneading and rolling, or by the use of other solvents

such as alcohol and ether. 3. How are gelatine plates

containing potassium bichromate made? How long

should one be exposed under a negative to the light, and

after being exposed, how treated to leave a raised sur

face to represent the lights? A. By mixing the gelatine

solution with potassium bichromate and conducting

the preparation in general in a non-actinic light. 4.

How is the best silvering solution made, and how many

grains of silver nitrate are in one ounce of a 20 grain

silver bath? A. For wet plates use 20 grains nitrate of

silver to one ounce of water; for sensitizing paper use

30 grains to 1 oz. of water for wet. weather, up to 60

grains for cold weather; rain water or distilled water

must be used, and the solution should he sunned until

all organic matter is precipitated, and then should be

filtered through cotton. 5. How is the silver and gold

taken out of their solution in photography? A. The

salted gelatine paper precipitates silver chloride in its

own mass. The gold in the toning solution is reduced

and precipitated by the action of the reduced silver

compounds on the paper.

(8798) J. M. asks the different speeds a

wood-turning lathe ought to run to turn the following

work: a column 8 in. diameter, a whecl 3 ft. diameter

and a small job lin. diameter. A. Base all calculations

on a peripheral speed of 500 ft. per minute. This is as

much as the tool will stand. For the three cases cited

this would give speeds of 240, 55, and 1,920 revolutions

per minute approximately.

M. C. C. asks if copper can be welded without elec

tricity.—W. A. Q. asks process for gilding frames and

furniture. To oxidize brass. Cast iron cannot be sol

dered as stated.-F. E. J. asks how to make enamels.–

G. M. R. asks how to Polish cattle horns.—L. R. G.

asks for a liquid India ink.—S. S. E. asks for a liquid

stove polish.—T. W. H. asks how hektograph ink is

made.-R. O. K. asks how to soften rubber.—F. E. M.

asks for (1) liquid stove polish. 2. Razor strap. 3.

Watch maker's oil.–M. B. asks for a lotion for remov

ing pimples and freckles.-J. F. H. asks for the best

formula for preparing inks for chromatic printing.—

A. F. asks for receipts for paste blacking.-H. C. asks:

Can you give me formula for a good liquid dressing

for harness leather, also so called Levant ink for apply

ing to ladies boots? O. B.C. asks: Will you plese send

me a good receipt in a powder form for taking out iron

rust * I have used salts of lemon, but it don't work in

every case, and I would like something different.—J.

W. R. asks how to make gelatine for plaster casts.

J. S. W. asks how to clean brass.-J. E. J. asks about

aluminum solder.—J. B. C. asks how to make potato

starch.—G. W. T. ask how to regild picture frames.

G. W. W. asks how to etch on cutlery.—F. C. G. asks

how to make white and transparent soaps.-J. B. T.

asks how to remove fruit stains from clothing.—P. T.

H. asks how to make rubber stamps.—B.T. asks how

to color a meerschaum pipe.-E. E. A. asks how to pre

serve fruit.—W. B. B. asks for a receipt for making bak

ing powder.—F. H. B. asks for a cement or paste to ce

ment tissue paper.

Answers to all of the above queries will be found in

the “Scientific American Cyclopedia of Receipts, Notes

and Queries,” to which our correspondents are referred.

The advertisement of this book is printed in another

column.

(3799) B. F. G. writes: I have some por

celain wash basins, and I want to drill two half-inch

holes in the sides of them. Can you inform me through

your valuable paper the easiest way I can drill them ?

A. You can readily drill holes ln the basin by using a

common drill hardened in a strong solution of chloride

of zinc. The drill should be made of new steel, and

should be heated to a low red before being cooled in the

chloride of zinc. See the “Cyclopedia of Receipts.”

(3800) S. R. S. writes: What is the

name and composition of the nearest approach to the

genuine diamond? A. Probably the white topaz comes

as near the diamond in general characteristics as any

thing. Special glass, called paste, is used for artificial

stones, and various artifices are used for enhancing the

resemblance. For further notes see answer to query

No. 3717. A number of formulas for artificial jewels are

given in “Scientific American Cyclopedia of Receipts,

Notes and Queries.”

(3801) J. E. K. asks for a good and

quick way to temper cast steel or the general run of

tools used by mechanics. A. See valuable information

on “How to Harden and Temper Steel" in “Scientific

American Cyclopedia of Receipts, Notes and Queries.”

NEW B00KS AND PUBLICATIONS.

PRACTICALTELEPHONE HANDBOOK AND

GUIDE TO THE TELEPHONE EX

CHANGE. By Joseph Poole. New

York : MacLuillan Co. 1891. Pp.

vii, 288. 227 illustrations. Price 75

cents." - *

This is a manual for telephone attendants and operators,

giving descriptions of the various telephonic instru

ments and of the central office system. It also gives

information on the construction of lines, on long dis

tance telephones, arrangement of wires for avoiding in

duction, and many other points which are of interest to

telephone operators and users, and those who are en

gaged in experimental investigations in these lines.

MODERN PRACTICE OF THE ELECTRIC

TELEGRAPH. By F. L. Pope. New

York : D. Van Nostrand Co. 1891.

#" 185 illustrations. Price

This is the fourteenth edition of this standard work,

it having been rewritten and enlarged. It is a practi

cal book by a practical man, which brings the litera

ture of the electric telegraph down to the present mo

ment, describing the more recent batteries and test in

struments, theories of circuits, elements of electro

magnets, modern telegraph instruments and appliances.

It is a book calculated to interest the student of elec

tricity, as well as the telegraph operator and those spe

cially interested in telegraphy. -

TESTING OF INSULATED WIRES AND

CABLES. By Herbert Laws Webb.

New York : D. Van Nostrand Co.

1891. Pp. viii, 118. Price $1.

This book comprises a series of practical articles

which originally appeared in the Electrical Engineer,

and found great favor among electricians. The book

enters into the particulars of electric testing and ex

plains the various tests, also the instruments used in

making them. It gives instructions in making tests for

insulation, tests for capacity and tests of the resist

ance of the conductor. It has an illustrated description

of a complete lay-out of testing instruments, and ex

amples of records and reports of tests, with specimen

sheets.

THE ELECTROMAGNET AND ELECTRO.

MAGNETIC MECHANISM. By Silvanus

P. Thompson, D.Sc., B.A., F.R.S.

New York : E. & F. N. Spon & Co.

Pp. xx, 250. 213 engravings. Price $6.

While the name of the author is a sufficient guarant"e

of the value of the book, it is well perhaps to state

something of the nature of its contents. The first

chapter is devoted to a historical introduction, the next

treats generally of electromagnets and electromagnet

ism, describing typical forms of electromagnets and the

materials used in construction; the properties of iron

forms the subject of a chapter, the principle of the

magnetic circuit is explained, and the law of attraction

of magnets is given; then follows a description of mag

nets and electromagnetic mechanism of various kinds

adapted to special purposes; alternating current electro

magnets receive their share of attention and motors and

machine tools are also described. This is a book of

great practical value to electrical engineers, electricians

and students of electricity.

INDEX OF INVENTIONS

For which Letters Patent of the

United States were Granted

December 15, 1891.

AND EACH BEARING THAT DATE,

[See note at end of list about copies of these patents.]

\dding machine, C. H. Webb.....

\ device. G. W. Lord.

inn

Atomizer or pulverizer, liqu

e lubricator. A. Johnson... ---

m.G. M. Skinner......... - - -

etc., machine for, A. C. Miller........ 282
W. F. Hutchinson.................... 465,137

Car draw bar. Cutter bar.

barrel swing, J. H. Gambl

Batteries, packet or pad

ers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Bed bottom and brace, W. H. Lightfoot..

Bed bottom,'# L. Krabe

Belt, electric, A. kson..

- - - - - -- -- - - -- -- - - - --- - - -- - 465,058

or electric, L. H. Rog

Cain

bavis & Harwell. -

Inox. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - -

Blind, window, Stoeppelwerth & Knefelkamp.....

Blind, window or door, J. A. Maul -

Blowing engine, W. E. Good

B - Wash

n, S. D. Keene..........................:..::...

See Hot water boiler.

Water tube boiler.

oiler, J. A. Cauldwell

oiler furnace, E. A. Wheeler..

!oiler tube cleaner, T. D. S

ook, memorandum, M.A.

ook rest, B. Gunnarson..

ox. See Letter box.

Brake. See Car brake. Elevator brake.

b Locomotive driver brake.

brake.

Brick kiln. J. W. Penfield................ ...........

m, Wallace & Penfield.........

Bin and sifter, combined,

Blasting rock, J. L. L. K.

tso

288 Grappling shackle, G. Reid.....

brick machine, stea - Gordon................

ung, metallic, self-venting, C.

191

H#

, D. Ross........

Car brake, J. T. Robinson

Car brake, electric, E. Verstrae

2s, slack take-up for, H

ling, J. T. Aabel...............

##
. 465,300

465,01

#
Car fender, street railway, R.

Car wheel, E. E. Josef.

# seat. C.

uCart, dump, A.

£
:#. Smith...........

A. Von Wehrstedt.........

Cartridge loading machine, W. B. Pearson et al...

l ©.

d indicator, G. C. Henry...........

ster and indicator, C. B. Hopkins..

. S. McAlister................................

Casting chilled pipes, mandrel for, W. C. Westa

way.......... . . . . . . . . .--- -- -

Cement, manufacturing, C. Tomkins

evator, endless, B. Arnold

hain,#: belt, T. H. McCra

#

#:

:

192

8

hair seat frame. J. Rou

Lundahl & Thomas.

t, C. J. Mulford.........

ee Cotton chopper.

loom.......

machine, F. C. Miller.

ic, W. H. McLain....
Clamp. See Rubber dam clamp.

- $oiler tube cleaner.

leaner. Window cleaner.

#

k,

e8 pin, J. A. Johnson.

othes wringer, A. W. Walker..

utch, friction, Babcock & Schmitt.

utch, friction, H.C. Crowell...

utch, friction, E. D. Schmitt

Coat and hat hook. C. Glover..

Coin handling facilitator. B. M. - -

Collar stuffing machine, horse, W. J. Webber.

Commutator connection for d

chines, C.O. C. Billbe

Coop, folding chicken, A

Copper pyrites, ext ng

cor, :chine for cutting

ynamo-electric ma

#.Trouard.---- -- - - -

tac t, R arrain

Cotton chopper and cultivator, L. A. G

Cotton chopper and cultivator, com

& Lanier....................... -

Cotton stalk crusher, J. Lester............... -

Coupling. See Car coupling. Electric conductor

coupling. Pipe cou ': Thill coupling.

- xOn...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-

'otton stalk crusher.

tivator, J. M. Brewer........

tivator, G. M. Clark.....

tivator, Curtis & Bog

| tivator tooth, Davis & Howar

Current induction, controll

Thomson.................. -

Curtain fixture..L. Yancey - - - - - - - - - --------- - -

Cutter. See Čigar cutter. Kraut cutter. Pipe

Dental plates, forming, M. R. Gris

Deskand mirror, combined, J.

Dish washer, T. J. Trew

Door hanger, C. E. W.

ring and check, combined, J.

hting instrument, C. C.

ng machines, stop m

l

Elevator. N. M.£ - - -

*ins.

ey

Engine.# ng engine. Rotary stea

egine. Steam ne.

Engines, method of and apparatus for supplying

motive fluid to, B. Brazelle.......................

Envelope making machine, McDonald & Stebbins 464,984

Excavator and wrecker, J. Ziegler..... 465.037

Extension table, J. Couch............. ............. 465,

Extractor. on juice extractor.

Eyeglasses, W. W. Bissell............. ........... 465,406

Fan at A. Nettmann...................... 465,

£: Diehl & Bennett, Jr.. 465,360,#
trough, F. Sheller.............................. 465,033

Food water regulator, G. W. Schilling. 35,

Goebels

Fence rall, wire, O. Preston....

Fences, visible# for wire, M.

Fender. See Car fender.

Fifth wheel, ball and socket. T. A. Watson........ 465,080

File, bill or letter, C. A. Gildemeyer...... --

File, paper, H. A. Wahlert................

Firearm,£: W. H. Davenport.

Firearm, -magazine, J. & M. S. Browning. 465.340

Firearm, magazine, E. Dreher........ .... 465,248

Fishing rod and cane, M. O. Felker 465,254

Flooring gauge, J. F. Welch........ 465,121

Flour cabinet and table, combined, J. H. Billing... 465,

Flower pot, A. Staley................................. 465,219

Fork. See Hay fork.
Frame. See. Chair seat frame. Photographic

£ frame. Piano frame.

Fuel produced from lignite, A. Edelmann...

Turnace. See Boiler furnace. Cupola furn

urnace, W. Fraser.........

Gauge. See Flooring gauge chinist's g

Gas, apparatus for manufacturing, Rogers &

h:: -:...: - 465,085

Gas, apparatus for manufacturing heating and

illuminating, Rogers & Baker.................... 465,077

Gas, apparatus for producing, A. A. Fritz.. ,963

jas, apparatus for the manufacture of A. Seguin 465,146
Gate. See Automatic gate. Railway crossing

Gi #. £ M #Sig mill, Cloug anIlling....

Glazier's diamond, O.£n

Globe, T. R. Johnston.. - -

Grain binders, cord knot

Grain drier floor, J. H. E.

Grain drill, Steinke & Propst

Grain mills, safety#'£, P. J. Parsons.

Grate, E. J. on

Grate, traveling, R. J. Shoemaker.

Grinding cutlery and other articles, means for,

Gri#' hing. machi - ---- - - -- - - ---- - -tus 465,376noiing or shing, m nery or apparatus

for, R. J.p' Edwards.......................... 465,170

Guano distributer and seed planter, H., Vickery;. 465,149
Guano distributer and seed planter, C. W. Wood. 465,081

Gun, azine, J. M. & M. S. Browning

Gun sight, telescopic, Y. Patchen....

Hair, feathers, etc., apparatus for w

drying, F. G. Wiselogel.......... *

Hammer, glazier's, T. C.Grimshaw. . *

Hanger. See Door hanger. Eaves trough

anger.

Harrow and cultivator. A. E. McClendon.......... 465,193

Harrow teeth holder, spring, Farquhar & Eisen- -

hart................................................ 465,173

Harvester and chopper, ensilage, W. J. Conroy... 465,127

Hats, machinefor£the brimsand shaping

the crowns of D. Fry..........................

Hay elevator, J. & V.1. Ney. 465,195

Hay fork, horse, W. Louden.. 465,380

Hay loader. M. K. Barron 465,052

Hay: J. W. . . . . . . . 464,975

y er, O. H. Bu 465,157

Heater. See Electric heate

Heating apparatus, C. A. Sawin . 465,210

Heating, cooling, and ventilating apparatu

mby............................ - - 465,298

Heel blank, F. F. Raymond 465,029. 2d........

Heel nailing machine, F. F. Raymond, 2d

Heel trimm machine, S. Pope...

Hemp brake, J. J. Hawkins..... . 465,433

Hinge, J. G.# - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ... 465,112

Hoist, ropes, device for doubling up the purchase

of. A. E. Brown............................. .... 465,318

Ho sting apparatus, M.J. Paul... 465,114

Holdback, carriage, S.A. Prescott. -

Holdback, vehicle, D. Warner.............. ........ 465,

Holder. See Cartridge holder. ow teeth

holder. Lamp holder. Paper holder

Hone stand, adjustable, R. F. Walter...... . 465,401

Hook. See Coat and hat hook. Snap hook

Horse detacher, P. F. Rachal... . 465,388

Hot water, boiler, J. H. Wynne........... . 465,420

Hub attaching device,# & Brauns, Jr . 464,977

Ice machine pump, F. X. Kuhn................ ... 465,276

Incubators, temperature regulator for, C. A. Cor- 7

man . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... 464,95

Indicator. See Elevator indicator. Sewergasin

dicator.

Inhaler, A. K. Ives ............ 464,969

njector burner, J. Holden.. . 465,268

Insect trap, C. L. D'Ivernois ... 465,167

Insulating coati

ratus, product

Invoice blank, J. C. B

Iron. See Thill iron.

. 465,369

. 465,336

tor, lawn or orchard, W. A. Russell... ... 465,207

Jack. See Wagon jack.

Keg, knockdown, L. M. Reed........................ 465,291

Key racks, etc., locking device for, M.T. & J. C.

edigo.............................................. 465,413Pedigo

(iln. See Brick kiln.

Kitchen cabinet, A. M. Murray...................... 464,981

Kitchen cabinet, A. B. Tucker....
n See Table knife.

Unit fabrics, machine for£ S. Becker... 464,952

4- machine thread guide, W. Roberts....... 464,995

machines, sinker spring for straight, D.

Hurley........ 465,375

$nob, metal, A.A., Page . 465,
Rraut cutter. W. H. Ward . 465,007

£i ... W. & A. F. . 465,

Lamp holder, portable electric, Baker & ... 465,039

Lantern, projecting or optical, O. Knipe.. . 465,

Lasti achine, G. W. Copeland et al. . 465,073

Laundry conveyer, J. F. Ervin........... -

Leather splitting machine, J. A. Safford.. ... 465,145

Lemon juice extractor, H. B. Brown. . 464,

Lemon juice extractor, T. Curley....... 465,

Letter box, house and street. G. W. Anderson.... 465,311

*:see Nut lock. Permutation lock. Piano

o

Locomotive driver brake, J. C. Heron....... ..... 465,

Loom Jacquard mechanism, J. C. Liberty . 465,411

Loom shuttle check, H. Otto . 465

Lou J. Johnson..... ....

Lubricator. See Axle lubri

lark

Machinists' gauge, N. # -

Mailing£ evice for affixi T. Doz -

Malt or grain£ for stirring and turning

over, Sandt & Sturm. ... ".............."

, expanding, J. W. Grantland..

Measuring implement, tailor's, I. G.
hanical mov £15iehl'...' ...

hanical mov A. W. Sternke.. - - -

Metal straightening machine, J. Coffin.............

Mill...See Gig mill., Saw mill.niner i- J. C. Werner....................... 465,150

Mining machine, coal, Passinore & Arp. - 97

itcher, Z. V. Purdy..... - - - -

Momentum reservoir motor. M

Mahannah

voir motor.

Mower, lawn, P. Cammerbeke.......................

Mucilage, ink, etc., holder for, W. F. Litch........

Music, apparatus for turning over the leaves of,

W. Kershaw....................................... 465,324

Nail. See Sidewalk nail.

Nail, L. Oudesluys.................................... 465,285

Nails out of kegs, device for taking, R. C. Arnett. 465,312

Nitrocellulose, making, H. Maxim..

Öii, extracting, E. G. Scott

Drill reamer and pipe puller, combined, H. Weg

Ther. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...........

Drills, core lifter for diamond,

Drying apparatu pel

Dye, brown azo, C

Dynamometer or brake,

Klaves trough hanger, J. M. Davidson

H. J. Wiesinger...

ectric conductor, W. E. Oe

Electric conductor coupling, W resto

Electric conductors, bracket for supporting

c connector, W. F. Z.

c heater, W. H. Boles.

Electric machine, dynamo

Electric machines or mo

ynamo, C.O. C. Billberg............

Electric motor, H. Groswith (r)......

Electric motor switch

Electric motors, switch

P. Wie - -

, brush holder for

- R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Electric switch and case for the same, C. P. Chap

1................................................. 465,426pel

Electrical indicating instrument, E. Weston...... 465,442

See Ch

Organ, : , J. Schwertner

Owen te, J. Brown - - - --

£:#### 165,315ock, permu on ... benefiel. -

Pan for baking cakesipuddings, etc., W. S. Cana

day ................................................. 465,425

Paper machinery, M. Schenck..... ... 465,211

Paper cutting machine, Pavyer & Burns.. . 465,435

Paper holder and cutter, roll, J. M. Keep... . 464,

Paper pipes, machine for making, J. Peters . 465,414

*encil, ever-pointed, J. S. Foley..

iPermutation lock, Hail & Eldri -

Ph hic apparatus, sh for, W. E.

er.......................................... 484.998
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Photographic printing frame. H. Kuh

hic process for printingPhotographi

n------------

in colors, J. C.

Hosch.................. 465,178

Piano agraffe, J. W. Reed 464,904

Piano frame, A. H. Reed. 464,902

Piano framing, A. H. Reed 464,903

Piano lock, J. Roche."... - ... 465,293

£:#-- pilable flange, Wis.---------------.

Pin.£&"
Pipe coupling, E. W.

Pipe cutter, G. F. Pottle

nter, corn, A. Wenze

Plow. N. P. Ferrin..."

Plow attachment, A.M. Miller..

Plow, cultivati P. B. Tice.... ... 465,297

Plow, wheel, M. Sughroue...............- 465,529

Pot. See Chocolate pot. Flower pot.

See Ch press. Printing press.

ting machi heetne

##".

#: press, plate

#
*

*

e

Mway crossi #
#.£, . F. Green

electrical, G. F. Green.

Potter..

d

Ship's course recorde

Recording£: machine, D. E.

#

elivery mechanism, 8.

er-------------------------- -

A. B. Schofield

surface, E. S. Holmes, Jr. -

fle with frangible ca.

pelling boats by electric

er

| alls.............--

# ring. G. O. Draper.....................

lway converter syst£ M. W.

Sheehan.....

Register. See Cash register. Check register.

See Feed water regulator

Revolver, Johnson & Fyrbe

Rheostat,

Riveting by electricit

Rock breaker

Roq. See Fishing rod.

Rowings of fin

Ruching machin -

Saddle, ess, E. L.

andle, ess, E. G.

: knockdown, H. J.

ash fastener, C.M., B.

law, chF. Achorn

ill, W. H. C. Sexton

gas indicator, e

ng machine, A. Helw

|
--

rotar

re...

adjustable, Sprague &

, E. E. Ries,

Riveting£.J. Unbehend -

J. H. Bloomer........................

leat.

Seeder and cultivator, J. W. Cahill.................

- tor. See Ore separator.

ectrical, J. J. Lawler.......

neguide, B. Goldstein

shuttle race, P. Die -

butto £W##:ng on buttons, machinefor, W. enne

£5,333, 4

e fiber and apparatus therefor,

ing, A. L. Washburn.....

Rubberdam clamp, F. E. Hansen.

Shade, window. E. Poole.............................

hafting, speed indicator for, S. E. Nu

e

8

Shing!

manhauser

# roofing. A. J. Loomis...................... :

, J. R. sley......

p's course recorder, Wrigle

r, C. A. Bonney...

1.

uppe# worker, C. F. Garlan

idewalk nail, J.W. Dickinson

*: See Railway signal,

now plow, J. Bo

Sodawaterfountain, A.

ignaling£ train, P. Symnestvedt.

nap hook, C. H. Smith

, Puff

Soldering machine, can, J. B.

Spike, D. Minich.....................

Spinning frames, cop building mechanis

tting.......

planing and sizing machine, E. #. Tro

na Railway time sig

# apparatus, electric, G. E. Miller..........

... See Door£:

££
ta:'''''.ii

Stanchion, E. Prescott...

d. See Hone stand.

water

In,

Steam, a£ for determining the amount ofp n, M. Gehre...........*-

#" for utilizing exhaust, G. T.

- *ge---------------------------......... -

8team boiler, Clark& King..

8team

# beveling, and sh

Vehicle spring.

dramatic representa

V

R. Cummings.......In-C

Stereot plate trimming, grooving, and shavin

£ #ivery mechanism for, J.

Cummings.........................................

Stereotype p

Stov

Stove, oil, P.

oil tank for va

£:'i'swing -M. R.

#"g:
switch

Tablet, roller, J. Murra

Tedder, Brown & Knaub.

Thermometer, A. J. D.

'hill iron, J.

Me. See Railway

roofing, Donaldson

Mimetable, G. W. Lish

"obacco

Toy ban

#:£:y, souncilng - -

"rack

"runk, J.T. Dwyer- ----

Tug, hame, T. Caulfield

Turntabl

Twist drill. A. B. Shi

ypewril

wril.

wril

ng mac

wri ug

ar, Bilings & Kenyon.
W. J. Webb............

M. &C. Heineke....

y...

Tack head, cloth covered, C.

Telephone, C. Cuttriss............

Tempering machine, C. F. Wurster

Tent, folding, F. H. J. Kaufert

odge..

hill coupling, G. W. Chandle

hill£: J. Robinson.

cCrudden.....

hill lug, I. C. Merrill.........

her attac

Mie plates, blank bar for, W. Goldie................

& Elder...

*W*. . . . . .

W. B. Marks..

Mongue support, Davis & Lew

Moy, G. V. nes.............

'oy, C. E. Coe......................

registering, W. B. Whitney.

railway, H. Broomell....

machine for trimming, shav

#: and grooving, J. R. Cummings... -

lizingteri apparatus, M. Von Sko

#:
-

gasoline, E.T. Burgess.
©, W. Stro

er--------------............

Electric switch. Electric motor

Table. See Extension table. Timetable. Turn
e

Table knife, C. Kelley....................----

M. Platt..

Tubular body and constructing
Mannesmann.....................

machine, F. M. McGlothen..

* machines, desk for, C. Larso

locomotive, weatherson & Richter....

PPee----------.... . . . . . . ... . . . .

Type in galleys or chases, device for locking up,
L. Benson..........................................

machine, Fairfield & Francis.. -

hine, G. A -
& C. M. Hill

334

#
465,047

#:'w':#::::::::::::::::::::::::::: *::::::::::" | U. S. NFALLIBLE METAL POLISH
Vehicle wheel. N. N.

Velocipede, J. McCammon.

Vending apparatus, C. Hess.

Vending apparatus, O.T

Wesselsa ap aratus,H. G. Cad 465.342

w:#":#;" #
Wagon running gear, F. H. Harris.... ... 465,370
W ng£ K. A. E. Ulbricht.. ... 465,222

Wall, iron retaining, J. Becker........ ... 465,107

Wall plaster, W. A. Robinson..... .... -

Walls or ceil ornamenti

Washboard, F

Washer. er

Washing machine, J.S.

Was: machine. J.

Water elevator,

we'" animals,

Water tube boiler, W. Cowles.

Water wheel, J. P. Vinal................. ---

Weather strip for doors, sliding, Brown & Gar

Web severing machine, rotary

W#:£ A. J. Neville.

Well bo machine, G. Pech

we:: ce#"kseparati

es - -: o

Wheel. £ car wheel. Fifth wheel. Vehicle

wheel. Water wheel.

Wheels, mould for metallic, C. D. Cannon......... 465,016

W: t J. B. Goundry.... -etree,

ck trimmer, C. R.

Wicktrimmer, W. Morgan

windmill, F. H. Evarts.

W#":'i # PIndow Cleaner, J. F. Pears.O.

Wire, machine for reeling barbed, H. C.

n------------------------------------to -...... 464,965

Wire stretcher, A. Van Wie..... . 465,399

Wire stretcher, J. H. Wilson.. 465,105

Wire tightener. M. Eckley........... 465,169

Wire£ device, barb, F.C. Meyer. ... 465,281

Wrench, L. Coes....... 465,347

Wrench, J. M. Iverson 465,272

W: 's £, 465,063nger. See Clothes #
Yarn in hanks, machinery for drying, J. B. & E.

Whiteley..........................."............. 465,086

DESIGNS.

ge. E. D. Fisher..................... ............... 21,242

e, H. B. Houston - 243

: J. H. Turner................

ottle. Helphenstine & McKahn.

ottle, A. P. Moore............

£%.'Tigar lighter, W. H.

k'. W. Tucker.

Radiator, W. Burlingame.

Snap hoop, E. L. Howe....

Spoon, C. hunker-

Spoon, G. A. Schlechter...

Trimming, dress, B. Lipper..

TRADE MARKS.

Anaesthetics or hypnotics, J. Kahlbaum............

Bitters, stomach, Lutz & Cantwell. ... -

Canned fruits, vegetables, meat, and fish, Port

land Packing Co............................... -

Cider, L. C. -

Dressgoods

Dress goods or fancy suitings, Lord & Taylor...... 30

Malt extract, Robert Smith India Pale Ale Brew

ing Company.......................................

P"; troches, diphtheria cure, and hair vigor,

artin Chemical Co...............................

Remedies for rheumatism, neuralgia, disorders of

the stomach and the like, H. J. Meyer.......... 20.464

Remedy for nervous diseases, Nerve Seed Co...... 20,465

School seats, Manitowoc Manufacturing Company 20,459

ification and drawing of

or any patent in print

e furnished from this office for

lease state the name andnumber

and remit to Munn & Co., 361

A printed #!' of thes

any patent in the foregoing lis

issued since 1863, will

25 cents. In ordering

of the patent desire

Broadway, New York.

Canadian patents may now be obtained by the in

ventors for any of the inventions named in the fore

#: list, provided they aresimple, ata cost of $40 each.

f complicated the cost will be a little more. Forfull

instructions address Munn & Co., Broadway, New

York. Other foreign patents may also be obtained.

2toverfieemente.

Inside Page, each insertion -- 75 cents a line

Back Page, each insertion - - - - $1.00 a line

The above are charges per agate line-about eight

words per line. This notice shows the width of the line.

and is set in te type. ravings may head adver

tisements at the same rate per agate line, by measure

ment, as the letter press. Advertisements must be

received at Publication Qffice as early, as Thursday

morning to appear in the following week's issue.

ADMINIWAll PIASI:It is Hard, Dense, and Ad

-- hesive. Does not check or crack.

* It is impervious to wind, water,

**and disease germs. It dries in a

few hours. It can be applied in

!-any kind of weather. It is in gen

eral use. Licenses granted for the

mixing,using, and selling.

3.09 E. Genesee St.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

*Star" I Screw Cut

Foot Lathe ting Auto

Swings matic Cross

9x25in. A Feed, etc.

Scroll Saws, H Catalogue

| s' of:--- - - es

. 'S- £ E. Machinery.

s",Mr. C. 895 waters's fall, N.Y.

Improved Screw Cutting LATHES
Foot and Power.

Drill. Presses, Shapers, Band, Circular, and Scroll Saws.

Machinists'Tools and Supplies. Lathes on trial.

Jæ" Catalogue mailed on application.

SEBASTIAN LATHE Company,

44-46 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

-oo::Rocks:
Moss TYPE=

-:

PHOTO ENGRAVING.

=ZINC. ETCHING

---

Ournew General Circular “S.A.," showing£
of all our work, is now ready. Send stamp and particu

lars forestimates.

*Gag, "

| fine PREsswork

SPECIALTY

WAN DUZEN's PATENT

LOOSE PULLEY OILER

Highly recommended by those who have

used them for the past four years. Prices

very reasonable. Every user of machin

|ery should have our “Catalogue No. 56,”

sent free. Mention this paper.

WAN DUZEN & TIFT, Cineinnati, Ohio.

DRAPER'S

RECORDING

| THERMOMETER

Standardized

-AND

Warranted.

Gives a correct and con

tinuous record in ink on a

weekly chart.

For particulars, address,

The Draper Mfg. Co.

152 Front Street,

Size, 14x20 inches, $30.00

* 9x14 * 15.00 NEW YORK.

"###### W0ODS
Planed Ready for use. Books of Design.

Jī"Send stamp for catalogue.

CABINET WOODS AND VENEERS.

THE E. D. ALBRO CO.,

Eastern Branch, 200 Lewis St., New York, U. S. A.

H.T. Bartlett, Mgr. F. W. Honerkamp, Ass’t Mgr.

Mills, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SETS OF CASTINGSTOF

MODEL ENGINES

- - McATALøgues
F"Fr EE.

- ALso TOOLS,

GEAR WHEELSEIFAF:

'MAGI(LANTER:
WITH 0. LAMPS HAVENO EQUAL

WEWS rau SuBJRIS
EASTERN PRICES GUARANTEED

|ND for CATALO-LE

L. MANASSE

38 MADISON STCHICAGO IL

SPECIAL NOTICEI

£dsome photo-engraved display sheets

en

*Recent Improvements in Air Com

“Recent Improvements in Rock Drills,”

mailed free to any one who will cut out this

advertisement and mail it to us with his name

and address.

INGERSOLL-SERGEANT DRILL Co.

No. 10 Park Place, New York, U.S.A.

PLENTY OF MONEY TO SPEND

is what every one wants now. Many a mechanic

would gladly leave his bench forever,

Provided that:

He could dress his wife better than now;

He could educate his children better;

He could drive a fine team;

He could have plenty of money to spend;

He could have plenty of money to lay by:

He could take solid comfort every day

In theshade of his own orchards.

He can; see here.

In good New England town, 1% miles from station, store

and P.O., close togood school and neighbors, quaint, old

fashioned comfortable 8-room house (write for photos)

orchards all around it, cold, delicious well with "old

oaken bucket,” old-timesweep; all necessaryfarm build

"# 70 acres of good land.

ere's what you can do:

Raise Speckled Trott, unlimited, in its cold brooks and
onds. Steady market for trout, 75 cents to $1.00 lb.

£ cranberries, developing the unrivaled six acres

suitable; neighboring cranberryfield of five acres pays

over $3,000 yearly.

Raise Cream for market at door.

Eggs and Poultry, too, if you like.

£ie. while trout and cranberries are£

Raise, on contract for 4 years, a new special product,
sure and easy to raise as corn,# 1. acre yearly;

cash when grown. $6,000 from this source alone in four

years. Pays for farm each year. This is your oppor

tunity. Pricefor all, $1,500; part may lie on mortgage.

Photos, iculars.

EASTERN FARM EXCHANGE,
New London, Conn.

WELL DRILLING MACHINERY.

willL'A's'orHERS,

1THACA, N. Y.,

Mounted and on Sills, for

TS OF MODELS

rs,”

with steam or horse

- power.

Send for

*

ADDRESS

|Williams Brothers

ITHAcA, N.Y.

0DELLTIMETRTYPEWRITER
It has 78 Characters, and is the only Typewriter with

Check Perforator attachment. Is fast taking the lead of

all Typewriters. Larger sales than all others combined.

send or circulars

ODELLTYPEWRITER Co., Pontiac Bldg., Chicago.

ALANSON CARY6 ... S.

£ngs ().
| FLAT'STEEl Stevery Descaleron

240 & 242 W. 29,H ST. NEW-YORK .

2nd: MACHINERY #

- - IDE AND IDEA la, AIITOMATIC ENGINES.

Wi.ITMYER PATENT FURNACE.

S'A| |A| ||||||| TANDEMAND CROSS COMPOINI). ENGINEs.
* BoileRS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Manufactured by HARRISBURG FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WORKS, Harrisburg, Pa., U. S. A.

A NEW LIGH

ve, C. L. Hall........V - - -

: ba#: lanced, E.#''',
ve for gauge cocks, cut-ou

£ H. Aiken.....

V

Vaive.h

£, T. P.

Umbrella and cane, combined, W. H. G. Eiiis

Embrella rack, J. Parker......

Vapor burner, W. H. Wilder............. . . . . . . . . . .

Vaporizer and burner, hydrocarbon, R. Thomp

Sanborn

e cleaner, A. L. Wheeloc
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

12,000 Receipts, 680 Pages. Price $5.

This£ work contains a careful compila

tion of the most useful Receipts and Replies given

in the Notes and Queries of correspondents as pub

lished in the scientific American during the

£ fifty years; together with many valuable and

mportant additions.

over Twelve Thousand selected receipts

are here collected; nearly every branch of the use

ful arts being represented. It is by far the most

comprehensive volume of the kind ever placed be

fore the public.

The work may be regarded as the product of the

studies and practical experience of theablest chem

ists and workers in all parts of the world; thein

formation given£ of the highest value, ar

ranged and condensed in concise form convenient

for ready use.

Almost every inquiry that can be thought of,

relating to formulae used in the various manufac

turing industries, will here be found answered.

Instructions for working many different pro

cesses in the arts are given.

It is impossible within the limits of a prospectus

to give more than an outline of a few features of

So extensive a work.

Under the head of Paper we have£re

ceipts, embracing how to make papier maché; how

to make paper water proof and fire proof; how to

make sandpaper, emery paper, tracing paper,

transfer paper, carbon paper, parchment paper.

colored papers, razor strop paper, paper for doing

up cutlery, silverware; how to£ luminous

P'£ papers, ete.

nder the head of Inks we have nearly 450 re

ceipts, including the finest and best writing inks

of all colors, drawing inks, luminous inks, invisi

ble inks, gold, silver and bronze inks, white inks:

directions for removal of inks; restoration o

faded inks, etc.

Under the head of Alloys over 700 receipts are

given, covering a vast amount of valuable infor.

mation.

Of Cements we have some 600 receipts, which

include almost every known adhesive preparation,

and the modes of use.

How to make Rubber Stamps forms the subject

of a most valuable practical article, in which the

complete process is described in such clear and ex

£ terms that anyintelligent person may readily
earn the art.

For Lacquers there are 120 receipts: Electro-Me

£# receipts; Bronzing, 127 receipts; Pho

£y and Microscopy are represented by 600

rece

# the head of Etching there are 55 receipts,

embracing practical directions for the production

of engravings and printing plates of drawings.

Paints, Pigments and Varnishes furnish over

800 receipts, and include everything worth know

ing on those subjects.

£ the head of Cleansing over 500£
are given, the scope being very broad, emb ng

the removal of spots and stains from all sorts

of objects and materials, bleaching of fabrics,

cleaning furniture, clothing, glass, leather, metals,

and the restoration and preservation of all kinds

of objects and materials.

In Cosmetics and Perfumery some 500 receipts

are given.

Soaps have nearly 300 receipts. -

Those who are engaged in any branch of industry

probably will find in this book much that is of

practical value in their respective callings.

Those who are in search of independent business

or employment, relating to the home manufacture

of Sample articles, will find in it hundreds of most

excellent Suggestions.

*

MUNN & CO., Publishers,
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361 Broadway, New York.
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Heat engine, Bidwell's.. -

Heat from the moon .

Heart, palpitation of

11 ater.

Man, death of an age

Man, prehistoric in N

Map of United States

|Marble, artificial....

Marble, Missouri...

Marbled surfaces, prod

Marine exhibit, lake....... .......

Marine subsidy,£me".-
ay

position (3591)......

Osa.-------- -- -

hotographic notes . . .

hotographic outfit, cheap.

ly, celestial.......

t, gravity, simple...

Hoisting apparatus

Honey in head of statue. .

Horse chestnuts asfood..

rehistoric. N. Amer

Horseshoe. Brom

H
#in."

Pickets, fence, Lafferty's .

V 18

*ier at Ch CagO

#: driving by jets ...

*ine, pitch, from seed

*ine, pitch, Northern..

Pipe coupling, Folly...

Pipe joint, Brown's

Pipe, lead, effect of water.

Horticulture industries

Hospice of Great St. Be

How the other half lives.

Huntress Diana.... -

Hydrogen, density of ..

Hydrogen and oxygen.com

Hygiene and demography, con- 152

|Metal coating wan

Metal, fluid rolling...

Metal, name plate...

Metals, action of oil -

Metals, coating with lead..

gress- - -- - -

Hyoscine, use of........-

| .#Meteoric shower...

Meteors, diamonds

Metallochromy... ....

Metricsystem, propos

|crobes and carpets

croscope, an enormous.

icroscopists, society of.....

croscopy, su #" in.......

O

Ice cream diet...........

Ice machine, improved

Tack- -

lates, electrotype, base for.
D isochromatic, value.

-electro,£: -

illuminator, tray...

Immigration during 70years

India rubber, action of meta

----------

ndia rubber tree......

Indicator, steam engine...

ndians, good eyesight of.

Indigo.carminers

:14

Milkweeds............

Mill, rolling, Bessemer's

Population,American, distri

Potassium monosulphide

Mining excitements, recent...... 1

Mining, hydraulic...........

Mining locomotives, elect

Mixer, mechanical...

nfluenza, phenacetin

|nkextract -

nk, faded. '.restore,

Power, electric, small, use...

Power, electric transmi

Power, weight, Dedels..

Preservative fluid new..

Monument, Bennington.

Moon, heatfrom.....

Mortars, 12-inch, new

Mortising machine

Mosquito, the.................

Mosquitoes, destruction of..

Motion by electric current.

Motor, electric car.... ..

Motor, electric, Edison's..

nsanity, anatomyo

Insanity, influ.surroundin

-*******

nsecticide, new......

nsects, combating..

nsects, lossesfrom .

institute of Art......

Principles, learnin -

ent, cementfor.... 18

he--------------------

257

65

its, position of, in Septemb"r 129

ets, position of, in October. 193

Planets, position of, in#: 273

Decemb'r

|
:

i

River, Tennessee, improvem'ts.

Roads, electric, for farmers..

Roadways, to improve......

Rubber, asbestos...# stos

Rust, iron, to remove...

Rust on nickel plate.

Rust, to remove from

#:it':of....

Salt Contest...

#
£ -

• Tare. . . . . . . .

Saltpeter caves, Am

Saturn, markings on

law, power.......

|cale, electric, automatic

ops.-----------------

# ublic, finances...

Ul

icience Association.

Scissors for letters. Newton.

|

"eutonic, fast trip of.........-

Teutonic, steamer....... -

"heater science in... .......

ermometer, Fahrenheit.

"hermometerscale, new.

'hill coupling, Smith's

"himble, a poisonous.

Though:
ought transf

£as8-1-1 r

###"
Thunder and rainformation....

Thunder storms, frequency of...

Tides........................

£e. railway, Saunders’..

Timber, Central American
imber, seasoning of.....

"ime alarm, Jones"........

Time register, railwa

Tin cans, old, utilizat

Tin foil labels ......

Tin plates, how made.

Tin plates, manufactu

Tints, printing... .....

Tobacco, effecton health.

To slide for bathers

Tone signaling............ -

Toning blue#:
Tool holder for lathes.

113

- o: G£ -Tortoises, Galapagas.

Tower, Eiffel, at#
Towers at Columbian

Trade school, Pratt Inst

Trade schools, useful..

"rademarkdecision

Trademark, union label

Trains, moving, water supply

"rains...railway, fast.......

"rains, speed of, to tell.

"ransmission, airpower

"raveling, quick.......

"ray, inexpensive...

ree, India rubber

|

|

hop rules .......

oring buildings

Signal, tinue, railway.

Sleep, necessityfor young.. .

Slide, electro-microscopic..

Sloth, late facts about....

Snake bite, remedyf

Snakes,color of...

inakes, habits of......

|nakes, non-venomou

nake River canyo

Ioaps, tollet, German.

Soapstone ...---------------

nventions, recen

- Motor, electric, new form ..

Motor, electric, perfect

nvention, resultsfrom. insfer to wood, etc.

nventor, a successful

nventors, changefor.
£of:

O

Motors, electric......

Motors, electric, static,

Mount St. Elias, ascent of..

Mountain buildin

Mousetrap, simple. -

Mule, a faithful................

Muscle, stimulationb

Music holder, French

Propulsion, jet....
ron, to color, dead black

ron contracts for the Fair..

ron, conversioninto steel

flat, Hess'....... - -

Ore . . . . .

lp, wood - ........ ...

Pulp, wood, industry...

trical

Pumps, fire, steam..

Pumps, motorfor..

ron production o

ron rust, to remove.-------

ron, to harden thoroughly:

ron, various kinds, strength.

Iron, volatile compound of..

ron, volatilization of.

rrigat

Name plate, metal...

Natural history notes 40

Navies.£i of the world

- ality, integrity of...............

desertions from. -

Navy, recent additions.... inine, artificial............

Navy, vessels of, naming.

Needle, magnetic

Needle threader,

Negatives, over-dense, reducing.

Negatives, redevelopment....... 114

Nerve centers, action of odors

Nerve structure, changes in.....

Nerve and narcotics.........

Nests, drab, choice of birds.

ual. 1891

ion, progress of.....

|amrach. death of....-------------

|anssen's party, disaster to.. -

ersey City railwaystation.

et, an intermittent .....:

Jetpropulsion..... -

Railroad, Pike's Peak.

roads, Americ, an

Numbers, somethin

Nunivak Island, nat

Oak, dark finish on......-

Obeah poisons------------

observatory, Kenwood..

Enife grinder, Wheeler's

OCCulpatiOn8 ife shOrteD1i

LaTouraine, steamshi
Labarri, the .......... Oil, custor, and malt

ways, electric, progress

ways of the future....

ways in Holy Land.

Rain, artificial..... ..

tain, artificial produ

Oilfires..............

oilfuel under boilers

oil, olive, test for....

Oil paintings,:

Laboratory, Cornell Uni

Lake, Colorado Dese Rain formation and t

£, arc, new . . . . . nd lightning .....
Lamp cover and switch.. níč . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lamp, electric, cover for..

Lamp, electric, Edison...

Lamp, gas, regenerative...

Oils, action on metal.
Ocean,e: of..

Old age, science o

olive oil, test for.

Rain producer, another.

Rain, production of

Rainfall and sound.

Rats, precautions against

Rattlesnake rattling .....

the green........ -

od, durability of.

Refrigerant, new........

Lands, arid, irrigatin

ands, public, squan Opals.... ... ------ - - - - -

Ophioglossum, multiplica

Orange scale, wash for...

Ordnance factories, Woolwic

Orexin..........--------

n, density of................
Refrigeration for towns......

Refrigerator for water mains
Lead pipe, effect of water. Refuse, city, disposal of....

Lead and zinc...............

leaves, autumn, preservi Regulator, boiler......
Pacific Coast, survey of... .......

Packing extractor..... --

Paddle device for boats..

Pails, gavanized iron...

|

n------ ---------

ctor's exhibit..... 193

way, electric, Minneapolis... 147

w

w

l

Wessels, steam, concerning

l

W

#
inkler, railway..........:

rch of plants... . .”.

St. Claur tunnel, drain

Steam company's liabilities

Steam vessels, concerning

|teamers, Cunard, ne

iteamer, whaleback ...

teamship improvements.

teamship LaTouraine.

Steatite............ -

Steel in chimney construct.

Steel, making and tempering....

Steel, to color dead black.....

Steel, removal of blue from.

Steel works, deception in,

Steel works, German ...

device, boat......

St. Joseph, Misso

Stock yards,£es.

|
#

|
Stove polish............

treet cleaner, Charlton, .

Strychnine for snake bite.

Subway, new, under Thames.....

Success........... ....------ -

#

Sweeper, street, Charlton......
Swimming exercises, army.......*307

Table customs, old

Table of seconds per mile...

Sea black and gree

Tea, compressed...

.

r

r

T

Tree, a large... ...

- - - - -87

- -121

| #
- *150
r -200

- *886

Tunne - - 19

######:::::::|-N-O -er. -

Runnel. Prince Edward island. 57
Tunnel. St. Clair, drainage .......*373

- |. St. Clair River.... -106

Th De .*404

r ... 108

-

:#
Twi'the Tocci *:

Typewriter, Lowe's .*323

Typewriter, simple.. *82

U

manufacture ... *

- •195

trade mark , 295

y, Clark...... , 247

y, Cornell -

y, Leland Stanford, Jr.. 2:5

tree...- ............... . . 80

in the Black Hills....... 5.

w

Vaccination in whooping cough

Valve, slide, balanced

Warnish. Chinese.....

Velocipede, Lessell'

Velocipede, mechanism fo

Ventilator, electri

entilator, Lafite's:

"essel, naval, another.......

ressel. whaleback.........

ressels, fast, for the navy...

ressels, stern wheel..........

resuvius, cruiser, failure of.

Dirginia, screw er

Wolunteer, yacht.. |
W

Wagons, steam

Walnuts,

Walrus-e

Warfare,electricity in.

Warship rams a whale.

Warships, two new...

Warts, to remove......

Water closet, improved..

Water deodorizing flume

Water, effect on horses....

Waterfall, luminous.... ..

Watergas...............-----------

Water mains,refrigerator for ... *

Water powerfor cent, stations. 115

Waterproof cement -

Waterproof cloth.... -

Water,reservoir, deterioratio

Water, subterranean flow....

Water wheel and motor.

Water works, Newark.

Wax. bleaching of...

#
D.|l

s tA. in*

Wax, mineral, is it?.....

Wax.mineral, in Oregon...

eather Bureau..............

Weather debating society ..

Weather, old time............

W wane, Diana.......

Weighing scale, electric....

W###"electric. -

Wells,spouting . 215

Whaleback barges. ... -1

Whaleback steamers... **

Wheat trade of Bomba 50

Wheel, car, and rail.... -181

W''': . 30.wheels, fly, large, dangers. - 288

Wheel, the£5- -21

Wheel, water, and motor. ...-230

Whiting, lime in------------------- 169

Whooping cough, vaccination in 338

Whooping cough............ ... -1

Wild Duck, steam yacht..........-211

windmill regulator, automatic..."402

Window frame, Schmidt's..*339, -886

Wine, aroma of... ........--------

Winedistributor. -

Wine.fig..............

|

triction, law of.... .

"risket, automatic....... |

fruit, keeping in winter.. ... 212

Tuel.asphalt.............. . 149

fuel, from co - ... 211

Fuel, molasses as ... .... - 185

Fuel, oil, under boilers. ... 353

Furnace feeder........ ...........*370

G

alveston harbor works 292

arnets and peridots........ 85

Gas, electrolytic, pressure o 354

gas in coal, pressure of... . 248

Gas lamp, regenerativ . 194

Gas, natural, law of.. . 89

Gas, natural, Wellsburg... . 245

Gas, water ............. - 202

Gas, water, improvements in. 154

#:£, Close's....... :
auge, aligning... ----------- -g£ B. coupler. .-232

Gelatine plates, surfacing 385

emini-steam launch..... 311

|ems of the United State 19

Generator, heat, White's.. -

jeological notes . 297

Geological organization 100

Geologists, congress of. 184

Geologists, intern. Cong 16

geysers, eruptive.......... 247

*insengfarm, Stanton's.. 104

Glacial period . . . . . . . . . ... 280

Glass, large panes of . 890

Glass, material for. . ... 146

Glowworm caves......... 306

Government, expense of.... . 208

Grain measurer, Fershaw's. .*339

Grain transportation ... .*258

Grand Marais Harbor. . 407

3: cement.......... 891

rass collector, Latham's-------- ... •5

Reindeer in Alaska.

Reservoirs, cheap.

Residence, Rivers

Resin oil in lubricants. . .

Resins, gums and balsam

restaurants, Columbian Exp.

Revival meeting, scene a

machine.singlew

alian, new...........

Rifle kick, accidentfrom.

Paintings, oil, varnishing.

Paints, luminous............

Paints, luminous, colored

Legerdemain.........

Paper, fly, to make.
n Paris..... ... ..
- - Paper from corn hus

-

Life-shortening occupat

music by..... 225

10, :

, frying sounds in

pe for schools.......:

Telescopes, some in the U.S

Temperature, steady, keepin

river improvements.

Teredo, remedy against.... ------

Zinc,£" of

Zinc and lead.----

Zinc, lead-coated.

e, ng

, great spools of.......

Wires, ground, right to use.
Wires,'". China.

Wolfram mining.........

Woman engineer, Ch

Wood pulp.........

Woodpulp industry..

Woods,'. - -

Wool grease lubricants

Words, some electrical.-- -

Workingmen in Michigan. -

Workshops, American------- -

World's exhibition, Chicago......

World's Fair, Chicago.:-----------

World's Fair, engineering at.....

World's Fair items.... ... ........

world's Fair notes... -

World's Fair, work o

Wire

|

Yacht, steam, Mascot ------------ *

Yacht, steam, Wild Duck .-211

Yachts, steam, race..... -- .*

Yachts, steam.speed of... 20s

Yellows of the peach. ----------. 19

Yoke, neck... ...------------ |-1.0

Yoke, neck, improved... -------- *2.8
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4 Great Repository of Practical and

Scientific Information.

die of the Fullet, Freshet, and Most valuable Hanamooks

of the Age. Indispensable to Every Practical M.m.

Now READ.Y.

- Price s2.o.o.

Free of Postage to any Address in the World.

"***
Containing Several Thousand Receipts. covering the

Latest, most Important, and most Useful biscoveries in

Chemical£: and their Practical Application

in the Arts and the Industries. "Edited chiefly from the

German of Drs. Winckler, Eisner. Heintze, Mierzinski,

*acobsen. Koiler, and Heinzeriing, with additions#
William T. Brannt, Graduate of the Royal Agricultu
## of Eldena, Prussia, and William H.Wahl, Ph.

P- (Heid.), Secretary of the Franklin Institute, Phila

quelphia, author of “Galvanoplastic Manipulations.”

Illustrated # 78 engravings, one volume, over 500 e8,

o, elegantlybound in scarlet cloth, gilt, closely print

** containing an immense amount and a great variety

of matter.

Price £2.00, free of postage to any address in the world.

*4 circular of 32 & the full Table of Con

tents of this£:mail of# to

*one in any part of the World who furnish his ad

MENRY CAREY BAIRD & Co.

INDUSTRIAL PUBLISHERs,BooksellERs&IMPoRTERs

*** Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

RAUGHTSMEN
ATALOGUEOf BEST DEVICEs ou:

B.E.S.AWYER ATuol MASs.

VALUAELE

HOLIDAY B00K.

OUR NEW B00K

“Experimental

Science"

is the best gift obtainable. It is

not only an elegant book, but one

that will confer a life long benefit

on its owner.

A perusal of its pages insures a

knowledge of Physical Science in all

its branches. It is simple, easily un

derstood and reliable.

740 PAGES. 680 ILLUSTRATIONS

Elegantly bound in cloth.

+*:RTC-E, ETX Mt.A.T.T., $4.co

Jī"Send for illustrated circular.

MUNN & CO., Publishers,

office of the scIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

361 BROADWAY, NEW YORR.

L BARNEs.

New Friction Disk Drill.

FOR LIGHT WORK.

Has these Great Advantages:

The speed can be instantly changedfrom 0 to 1600

without stopping or shifting belts. Power applied
can be £ to drive, with equal safety, the

smallestor largest drills within its range-a-won

derful economy in time and great saving in drill

breakage. Send for catalogue.

W. F. & JN0. BARNESC0.,

1999 Ruby St., Rockford, Ill.

Petroleum,

'shipman Encine

Two SKILLED ENGINEER.

The Shipman Automatic Steam Engine
STATIONARY AND MARINE.

Kerosene Oil,

1, 2, 4, 6, and S Horse Power,

and Natural Gas Fuel.

Single.

8 and 22 Horse Power, Compound

For Elevating Water, Creameries, and all Manufacturing Purposes.

CO, 21 O Summer St. BOSTON.

BY ADRAN H. MULIER & SON,
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30,

At 12% o'clock, at the Real Estate Exchange and Auc

tion Room, Nos. 59 to 65 Liberty Street, N.Y.

By order of Chas. U. Cotting, Executor of

Allen Thorndike Rice, deceased.

An undivided thirty-five one-hundredths interest of

the whole right, title, and interest in and to the inven

tions, and any letters# which might arise thereon.

described in the applications of James D. Darling for

letters patent of the United States, as follows:

PROCESS For ELECTRIC SMELTING.

Application serial No. 252,709, filed October 18, 1887.

PROCESS FOR REDUCTION OF ALUMI

NUM, etc.,

Applications serial Nos. 465, filed April 21, 1888; serial

No. 277,239, filed June 15, including the same propor

tion of interestin any improvementsmade on the above

or to any foreign patents for the same, and certain
rights for the owners of 70-100 of either to£" the

| remaining interests therein of the said Darling.

Also one undivided third interest of the whole right,

title, and interestin and to the inventions, and any let

ters' which might arise£ in the

# cation of James D. Darling for let patent of the

nited States, as follows:

IMPROVED PROCESS OF MAKING ACIDS,

A'. serial No.301,339, filed February 27, 1889.
e papers can be seen at the office of Fowler &

Fowle:R, Temple Court,New York.

98u USE GRINDSTONES7

If so, we can supply you. All sizes

- mounted and unmounted, always

kept in stock. Remember, wemake a

:altyofselectingstonesforallspe

cial purposes. "Askfor catalogue.

The CLEVELAND STONE CO,

*> 2d Floor, Wilshire, Cleveland, 0.

HE PENNA. DIAM0ND DRILL & MFG. C0.

BIRDSBORO, PA., Builders of High Class

Steam Engines, Diamond Drills, Power and Hand

Cranes, and General Machinery.

sańI HRs

ELECTRIC VENTILATING FANS,
FOR MINING AND UNDERGROUND WORK.

ELECTRICAL MINING APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

[…"Send for Illustrated catalogue M2.

THOMS0N-WAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MINING CO.,

62o ATLANTic Ave., Boston, Mass.

PETER P. MEYER, Auctioneer

-

FOR COLD HANDS.

EurekA HAND WARMer.

About the size of deck cards.

No smoke,or odor... Always

hot. Easily carried in pocket

with perfect safety. Burns 6

hours withoutrecharging.

*D smas: "F.C. crist.

0S600D BROS, 7th&#RWAY,** Oakland, Cal.

THE WARDEN MFC. Co.,
Germantown Junction, Phila, Pa.

BOILERS

HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL, LOCOMOTIVE

Manning Vertical Boiler, Large H. P. in small space.

Warden Purifier, insures clean water for boilers.

Atkinson FeedWater Heater, noback pressureonengine

Už" Send for Catalogue.

PE-Ton WATER wheel£RGY Gives the highest efficien

ow, of any wheel in the world.

ER.Simple and reliable, adapted

to everyM.' of service,

with heads of 20teet and up

ward. Write for£
ThePeltonWater eel Co

121a Main St., San Francisco, Cal.,

or 23.5m Central: Liberty and

West Streets, New York.

Do all your own

printing. Save

In on#: Cata

logue for two stamps. Kelsey & Co., Meriden, Conn.

Th:Shimer Cutter Heads;
45,000 SOLD. -

Towork Car Siding, Flooring Ceil
p Lap; to -

THE

PURE TEMPERED COPPER
RIOU - MECHANICAL U.S.E.S.H.IGHEST ANTI-FFICTIONAL QUAL,

BLE FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.EUREKATEMPEREL CUPPER CO.N.

SAFEST MOSTDURABLE & ECONOMICAL METAL EVER

taining the invention described in

WMay 11 and July 20, 1880, to

under these patents.

faither, "FouxDRY &

ether with New And VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS, for which Letters Patent were

Mr.S.L. Marsden.

ACHINE CO,

###1 AND'ê"Hato', 'ent', NEW

ROCK BREAKERS AND ORE GRUSHERS
ly at short notice and lowest ra Stone anWemanufacture and supply £:d Ore Crushers, con

ranted

cted

CONN.

RoNN

All Crus

Manufacturers, ANSONIA

Yö''''''''FHii'i Fish

hers supplied by us are cons

PE FOR TYPEWRITERS

- Stencils, Steel Stamps, Rubber and

Metal#" Wheels, Dies, etc.

| Miodel and Experimental Work

Small Machinery, Novelties, etc., man

ufactured by special contract.

NewYorkStencilWks, 100 Nassau St., N.Y

ARTESIAN

Wells, Oiland GasWells, drilled

by contracttoany depth,from50

to 3000 feet. We also manufac

ture and furnish everything re

quired to ll and complete

Portable Horse POwer

Write us statingexactly whatis

required and send for illustrat

£ Address

& OIL #£ety CO.,

ORK

ARTESL

veh 8thEET, NEW

PIERCE

80 BEa

fertilizer machinery,
Crushers, Mills, Mixers, Digesters, Dryers, etc

CompleteFertilizerWorks designed, erectedand started.

C. H. DEMPW0LF & C0, York, Pa.

- AND FINE GRAY RON. Also stEEL

LE:£rea's
- NETINNING NE

£... I LEHIGH AWE & AMERICAN ST PHILA. D

PRICE 85.00,

Consists of an Electric Motor, Elec

a tric Battery, and Family Medical

*Apparatus. Entirely new. A

child can handle it with perfect

#: An, Electrical Educator,
andthemost scientific invention

*Alof the age. Send for circulars,

Th:NOWOtlyEl:Irit [0,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fora short time we are giving away FRee Min

Claims on our Gold-Bearing Property in McDo

County, North Carolina. Millions in Gold and thou

sands in Diamonds have already been found. One

Diamond found here worth $2,500 owned by Col.

Deming of Harrisburgh. Several large

and Rubies bought by Tiffany& Co., ofNew York.

YOU may strikea bonanza and becomericherthan

COLD
Mackey, O'Brien or Flood. This is the chance of a

delay an hour, illustra ED
Book,with full particulars, sent FREE ree

Sun,June 7, 1891, Finan

cial and Mining Record, June 15, 1891). Address

North Carolina Gold-Mining and Builion Ce.
11 Park Row, NEW YORK,

- 91 & 92 WATER STREET,

* Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Manufacturers of everything needed for

A.-E.---------IN --------->

for either Gas, Oil, Water, or Mineral

Tests, Boilers. Engines, Pipe,

Cordage, Drilling Tools, etc.

Illustrated catalogue, price

lists and discount sheets

on request.

ELECTRO MOTOR. SIMPLE. HOW TO

make. By G.M. Hopkins.-Description of asmall electro

OIL WELI: SUPPLY CO.

motor devised and constructed with a view to assisting

amateurs to make a motorwnich might be driven with

advantage by a current derived from a battery, and

which would have sufficient power to operate a foot

lathe or any machine requiring not over oneman power.

with 11 figures-Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

SUPPLEMENT, No. 641. Price 10 cents. To be had at

this office and from all newsdealers.

FIELDS FOR siNFLE

Castings

and materi

alsfor Park

hurst Sew

ingMachine

and Fan

| Motors.

and College

Experimental Dynamos. Electroplating Dynamos.
Electricals"').if: stamp for catalogue.

ER BR.os., Mianus, Conn.

SMALL ELECTRIC MOTOR FOR AM

Drawings,

chine Work of

151-153 Cedar Street, near West Street, New York.

#*

£iligraph).
|-III:SHOREVIEWA:

Address: The American Writing

Machine Co., Hartford, Conn.;

New York Office, 237 Broadway,

INVENTIONS£ DEVELOPED
Pattern, Making, rimental and FineMa

all kinds. MILLIKEN & D’AMOUR,

LEARN WATCHMARING

UNION MFG. Co., 17

of W. F. A. Woodcock, Wi

nona,Minn. Writeforterms

LITTLE HERCULES DRILL CHUCK

Has eccentricrotating, self-gripping jaws,

- -which hold strongest when worki

a hardest. The larger the drill,

\ \the more powerful the lever

*-\age. All working parts of best

* steel, hardened. The most

powerful, accurate, and dura

ble chuck inthemarket.

Oneida Mfg. Chuck,Co.,

Oneida, N.Y., U.S.A.

WANT parties to manufacture and sen * number of

Patented Hardware Specialties, or capital and£
£ to manufacture. T. D. DAVIS, 630 Park Ave

yracuse, N. Y.

--

ComplitSimplimp

NIUSTISHMMs71087s

**WATERSUPPLY ANKS.

CUTINo.GEAR AND RACK
Frost ######### steam Pum

s

1

e Street, Battle Creek, Mich.

Qill:M
-

Small Electric Motor
for Amateurs. Illus, in Sci. Am.

Supp.,783. Materials and direc

tions for making sent by mail,
$1.25. Difficult finished. An

With 15 figures drawn to a scale. Contained in SCIEN one can make# .S. BISHO

TIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 757. Price in Mfr. of Electric Machinery, 958

cents. To be hadat this office and from *li newsdealer', Grand Ave., New Haven, Conn.

ateurs-By C.D. Parkhurst. Description in detail ofa
small and£ made motor powerful enough to drive

a ten or twelve inch brass fan and to give a good breeze.

*\

-

-

ERFORATED

CoAL...ORE SEPARATORs, Revolving.Stan's

JG88SIAMPBATTERIES"MILLING-MINING MA(HINERY...".

£HARRNCTON: KING PERFORATING G CHICAC0.

ETALS, MINING SCREENS

| 100 miles from

rights for Books,

trusted to them is done with special

ness, on very reasonable terms.

taini

Cure t

tent Laws, showi the cost

NEW ELECTRIC WIRE GAUGE.
WEST POCKET, SIZE.

Will give 1st. The American (B. & 8.) gauge of the wire.

2d. The safe current the wire will carry in amperes.

3d. Theohms resistance perfoot of copper wire.

4th. The number of lamps a wire will carry.

Price, prepaid to any address, $1.00.

Novelty Electric Co., 54 N. 4th Street, Phila.

aMTEs RUCK & ORE BREAKER

Capacity up to 200tons per hour.

Has produced more ballast, road

metal, and broken more ore than

all other Breakes combined.

Builders of High Grade Mining

ry.

Send for Catalogues.

GATES IRON WORKS,

50 C so. Olinton St., Chicago

215. Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

Mechanical Help

For inventors, experimenters, etc., comes:

from a real machine shop with first-rate

men and tools accustomed to regular

work. We have put some notions of ours

in a primer—sent free.

THE JONES BROTHERs ELECTRIC Co. Cix"ti, O.

If interested in send 25eto

£ELECTRICITY:
II for illus paperfor beginners 6 mos. on trial. Sample 10e.

CHUCKS with over 40 new illustrations,

* sent free. Ad s

The Cushman Chuck Co., Hartford, Conn.

sTEAM LAUNCHEs,

Catalogue No. 12, just issued,

STEAMYACHTS & TOWBOATS,

HiG: SPEED MARINE ENGINES. All types

of boat boilers, including the ROBERTS

WATER TUBE SAFETY BOILER with our

": CHAs. P. WILLARD & Co.,

talogue free. 5 Donlinick St., Chicago.

one to? Then write Whitehall Improvement Co. for

W' £": and liveliest town in

estern£: il and water transportation.

hicago and Milwaukee by water. Fine

si free. Good harbor. Summer resort-“Sylvan

Beach”-6 miles on shore Lake Michigan. Town high

and healthy. Address, stating what you make and

what you#

WarrehAzt. IMPROJEMENT co.,

Whitehall, Mich.

WEST PULIMMN,
(%. MILE FROM PULLMAN.)

for a place to

locate a fac

The ideal Manufacturing and Residence District

IN CHICAGO.

Factory Sites and Residence lets.

Elevation 40 Feet Above the Lake.

Ilinois Central Railroad Suburban Service.

CHICAGO FREIGHT RATES TO ALL POINTS

IN THE UNITED STATES.

PERFECTSEWERAGE, CITY WATER.

100ATED in the heart of the Great Calumet

Manufacturing District

FIFTEEN MINUTES' RIDE from World's Fair

Grounds.

ELECTRIC ROAD under construction, reaching

all parts of city.

A Limited Number of Shares

Are offered for sale at par, which shares are

receivedin paymentfor lots at any time.

Buy lots now and secure the certain ad

wance next year.

Send for Circulars, Maps, etc. Address

WEST PULIMMM IAMDASS00IATIOM,

103 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

-FOR

FREE SITES TO SUBSTANTIAL

MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISES

in the rapidly growing towns of Virginia and West Vir

ginia, possessing CHEAP intoN, cheap lumben, cheap

FUFL, and RAILROAD FAC1Lities, address J. H. din.

GEE, 330 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., President

and General Manager of numerous Land Companies

situated along the lines of the Norfolk & Western

*ATENTS
MESSR8. MUNN & Co., in connection

with the publication of the SCIENT'.
AMERICAN, continue to examine improve

ments, and to act as Solicitors of Patents
for Inventors.

In this line of business they have had fort five wears'

experience, and, now,have inequated facilities for the
preparation of Patent Drawings, Specifications, and the

rosecution of Applications for Patents in the United

States,Canada, and Foreign Countries, Messrs. Munn

& Co. also attend to the preparation of Caveats, Copy

Labels. Reissues, Assignments, and

Reports on Infringements of Patents. Ali business."

care and prompt

A pamphlet sent free of charge, on application, con
'' information£'' how to £:

* directions concerning Labels, Copyrights,
Designs, atents :*: Reissues, Infringements

Assignments, Reject Cases. Hints on the sale of

Patents, etc.
We also send, free of charge, a£ of Foreign Pa

and method of securiPatents in all the principal countries ofthe world. ng

MUNN & Co., Solicitors of Patents,

361 Broadway, New York.

New York OFFICE, 231 PEARTS".
BRANCH OFFICE:No. 622,and 624 F Street, Pa

cine Building, near 7th Street, Washington, D.C.
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24boertiecments.

Inside Page, each insertion -- 75 cents a line

Back Page, each insertion - - - - 81.00 a line

The above are charges per agate line-about eight

words per line. This notice shows the width of the line,

and is set in agate type. Engravings may head adver

tisements at the same rate per agate line, by measure

ment, as the letter press. Advertisements must be

received at Publication office as£ as Thursday

morning to appear in the following week's issue,

H. W. JOHNS'

*S&##$:
PAINTs, colors, Erc.

H. W. Johns' Liquid Paints Liquid Coach Colons

Roof and Railway Paints Colons in Oil

fine-Paoof Paints SHINGLE and Wood Stans

ROOFING AND BUILDING MATERIALs

AsaEstos Roofino Asees ros. Building FELT

Roof Coatings & Cements Asbestos Wine-Clot

Asuestos FIRE and Waren-Proof SHEATHINo

FIRE-PRoof consrauction MarERats

STEAM PIPE AND BOILER COVERINGS

Asbestos AIR CHAMBER Coverinos

Asbestos Sectional Pipe Covenings

Asbestos FELT, LocoMotive Lagoing, etc.

Asbesto-Sponge FELT, Filuno, etc.

Asbesto-Sponge Cement Feltina

STEAM PACKING's -

Asbestos Rope Packina Vulcanized Rope Packing

Aseesros Wick Packing Asbestos & Rubaen Cloth

Asetstos-Si-ET-Packing TAPE, Gaskets, etc.

ASBESTOS FABRICS, Erc.

Asaestos Cuores, for THEATRE Curtains, etc.

FIRE-PRoof RoPE, for FiRe-Escapes, Erc.

Fine-PRoof CoRD, Twine, Ruas, Mars, ScREENs, Erc.

FIRE-PRoof coatings, cEMENTs, Erc.

Asaesros-FuRNAce Cement Plastic Stove Lining

Asees ros. RetoñT Cement ConcRETE Coatina, Etc.

VULCABESTON

Electrical Insulatino &HEers, Rinas, Wastiens, etc.

Moulded Gaskets, Union Washens, Packing Rings

Pump Valves, Accumulator CELLs, STEAM Packing, Erc.

ELECTRical Construction Matthials

Samples and Descriptive Price List Free by Mail.

H.W. JoHNS MANUFACTURING Co.,

87 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

*--> T-I’s-E-E-E- E-V-E-F-T,

We can supply it with the

M!!!!"fill:19th ['It'lly
34 to 70 horsepower.

Cost about one cen

|\each indicated horsepower.

"In worth, not size, my value lies.”

Whatothersthinkofmeisstated

in cataloguOgue,

CHARTER GAS ENGINE CO,

P.O. Box 148, sterling, Ill.

|#M''''',

95 MILKST., B0STON, MASS,

This Company owns the Letters Patent

granted to Alexander Graham Bell, March

7th, 1876, No. 174,465, and January 30th,

1877, No. 186,787.

The transmission of Speech by all known

fortus of Electric Speaking Telephones in

fringes the right secured to this Company

by the above patents, and renders each

individual user of telephones not furnish

ed by it or its licensees responsible for such

unlawful use, and all the consequences

thereof, and liable to suit therefor.

RT WIRE AND IRON WORii.

Iron and Wire Fences, Bank and Office

Railing, Hay Racks, Oat Mangers, Roof

Cresting. Iron Stairs, Balcony Fire Es

capes, Wire Window Guards, Jail Cells.

Catalogue free. Mention this paper

E. T. BARNUM, DETROIT, Mich.

SMOKELESS GUNPOWDER.-AN IN

teresting article by Hudson Maxim on the manufacture

and use of smokeless gunpowder, giving a sketch of its

history and the methods of producing it. Contained in

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 821. Price

10 cents. To be had at this office and from all news

ers.

POPULARITY
Does not always indicate the best

judgment, but the popularity of the

COLUMBIAS
is based on a reputation that has been gained

by sterling qualities, and they now stand

Without a Rival.
POPE MFG, C0, £ Houses:

St., New York.

77 fanzin 3T., Boston iw'ch:
FACTORY. Hartford, Conn.

pvestment vs. Sp

King of Kameras.

©

Best Finish. Send for circulars.

The new model Folding Kodak, with glass plate

attachment, Asbury Barker frictionless shutter.

est range of automatic exposure ever attained. No

sticking on slow speeds.

Best combined tripod and hand camera ever made.

Great

Accurate, reliable.

Best workmanship.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY.,

RochestER, N. Y.

---

oods must be A1 and

£ "Wire

qualities. -

Chambers St., N. Y.;

stamped “Hartman.”
---

beyond comparison.

Mats. They combine all the good points, and are without any known bad 5

halt.TMAN MFG. CO., works, Beaver Falls, Pa. Branches: 102

508 State St., Chicago; 51 and 53 S. Forsyth St., Atlanta, Ga. Cat

alogue and testimonials, mailed

----

That's just what we claim for the ‘

per'%', of something that is in demand in every''': ;
"Hart

free.
ur Mats have brass tag attached .

..
-

The Sehastian-May Co.
Improved Screw Cutting

£LATHESPower

Drill Presses, Chucks, Drills, Dogs,
and Machinists' and Amateurs

Outfits. Lathes on trial. Cata

logues mailed on application.

165 to 167 Highland Ave.,.\.

SIDNEY., ofilo. -

20, spent for Postage MAY Save You MANY Dollars.

*TRY us!"

H. DUDLEY COLEMAN MACHINERY CO.,
LIMITED

NEW ORLEANS, L.A., U. S. A.

Deliven steam enounesand Boilers six to Two Huno

Red Horse Power. At A-RA-Road. DEPOT IN THE UNITED

states, skir-Pina either from new onleans, LA-o

dinect from other well. Known factories

W90DENTANK
LARGE water TAN

-

FOR *A*-R.C.A.D.s

J water wor-5.

. Mills. FARMS &

KS..."computiesfoci or
|PLANS” A specialty. -

£e Wi£
*OR Foundations-Tower

N* 217 E. Man St. Louisville KY.

“ECONOMY IS WEALTH."

Canvassers wanted to sell the New Mo

- del, Mail Typewriter, , why will

# people buy attoo machine when to will

purchase a better one! Send for illustrated

#: and termato County Agents.

- Address N. TYPEWRITER Co.,

611 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Mention Scientific American,

Do it yourself. Cir

Cheap cular press $8. Size

- - for small newspa

Printiñor:thingeasy, printed

rules. Send two-stamps for Catalogue to

i-EL-EY & Co., Meriden, Conn." |factory.

“Improvement the order of the age.”

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER

-*

*~

Important Improvements.po £ Essential Features greatly perfected.

The Most Durable in Alignment.

Easiest Running and MostSilent.

Allt cleaned in 10 secondswithout soiling the hands.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
Send for Catalogue.

#69:3

NICKEL
AND

ELECTR0-PLATING
APPARATUS" &

MATERIAL

NEWARMN.J.,

51 LIBERTY ST. N.Y.

23 S.CANAL ST. CHICAGO

ALL PURPOSES.

LIN use.

NiCKEL CASTINGS FOR

SIEMENS' + CAELES.

SUBMARINE, UNDERGROUND, INTERIOR,

TELECRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Manufactured under authority of SIEMENS & HALSikE 1

by THE EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. at their SCHENECTADY WoRKS.

Estimates furnished on application.

Address,

Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EDISON BUILDING,

Broad St., NEW YORK.

-

ICE-BOATS-THEIR CONSTRUCTION

and Management. With working drawings, details, and

directions in full. Four engravings, showing mode of

construction. Views of the two fastest ice-sailing boats

used on the Hudson river in winter. By H. A. Horsfall,

M.E. Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLE

meNt, 1. The same number also contains the rules and

regulations for the formation of ice-boat clubs, the sail

ing and -
of ice-boats. Price 10 cents.

JEMKIMS UPRIGHT CUNHIOMED

POWER HAMMER.

Users of this hammer sustain us in

saying that it has no equal in all good

working qualities. Perfect cushion and

- a perfect blow, with perfect control. For

WISTER & Co.rticulars, L. & R. -

St. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.57 So. 4th

|C DANCING

A ||R E ALL.

Aball thatdances freely in mid-air

withoutstrings or wires. Abarrelof

fun and amusement,a scientific puz

zle, a healthy toy and everlastingen

tertainment. Sample post-paid, *e.

Agents, everybody, write for Catalogue

of new investions and quick sellers.

Magic, INTRODUCTION_C0.,
--> Broadway, N.Y.

#.

WAG

“THE SINTZ,

GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES

Stationary and Marine.

Makes is own supply of gas from

gasoline, and at less£ than

any other engine. No boiler, coul, or -

firemain required. Runs with either

manufactured or natural gas. Spe-gi.

cially adapted for small boats and

launchesand electric lightwork. Cir

culars free, Jr.'" Mention this paper.

cLARK, sINTz, M.F.R.,
Springfield, Ohio.

|

8

#5 IMIME WELL-SINKING
25- MACHIMERY MANUFACTURERs.

#: Hyrdaulic, Jetting, Revolving, Artesian,

# 4 Diamond Prospecting Tools, Engines. Boilers

#: A \\wind Mills, Pump." Encyclopedia,'

*~ / engravi'. 'S', 'm
© nation quality water, mailed,25c.

: The American Well work

Aurora,

£f 11 & 13 S. Canal

g |s' Chicago, Ill.

~ l Dallas, Texas

I.EARN WATCHMAKING, Engraving, and kin

dred branches. Send for Prospect us. CHICAGO WATCH

MAKERS INSTITUTE, 22 Van Buren Street, Chicago.

T

ONOMICAL

STEAM

GENERATOR

StatD FOR LIRCULARS

ESSEX & EURKE streets, BALTIMORE.M.D.

ICE-HOUSE AND COLD ROOM.—BY R

G. Hatfield. With directions for construction. Four

engravings. Contained in SciENTIFIC AMErican Sup

PLEMENT, 59. , Price 10 cents. To be had at this office

und of all newsdealers.

NIPPLE HOLDER.
These holders are double

ended, and hold two sizes

of nipples each.

They are made in vari

ous sizes, ranging from 36

to 4 inches. -

See illustrated notice in

Sci. A.M., Oct. 24, 1891.

ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES,
universally acknowledged to be

"I"IECE EIEs"T".

* Send for 1891 Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

ARMSTRONG MFG. C0, Bridgeport, Conn,

SAWS''':SAWS[. send us their full address for a copy of Em- !

erson's." Book of SAWs, new 1890 edi

tion...We are first to introduce NATURA.
GAS for heating and tempering saws with

wonderful effect upon im Proving their qua
lity and£ enabling us to reduce

£ices, Address EMERSON, Swif Tii

& Co. (Limited), Heaver faii., Pä.S

Figures all Examples. Key

operated. Rapid. Accurate

I Relieves mental strain.

Send for Circular. &T.M.F.G. Co., 52-56111inois St. Chicago

Emery,

Emery Wheels,

Emery Whetstones,

Grinding Machines,

Knife Sharpeners,

Knife Grinders.

The Tanite Co.,

STRoudsBurto, PA.

161 Washington St., NEW YORK

#
--

*=>F

ESTABLISHED 1846.

The Most Popular Scientific Paper in the World

Only $3.00 a Year, Including Postage,

Weekly-52. Numbers a Year.

This widely circulated and splendidly illustrated

paper is published weekly. Every number contains six

teen pages of useful information and a large number of

original engravings of new inventions and discoveries,

representing Engineering Works, Steam Machinery,

New Inventions, Novelties in Mechanics, Manufactures,

Chemistry, Electricity, Telegraphy, Photography, Archi

tecture, Agriculture, Horticulture, Natural History,

etc. Complete list of patents each week.

Terms of subscription.-One copy of the screw

TIFIC AMERICAN will be sent for one year-52 numbers

postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the United States,

Canada, or Mexico, on receipt of three dollars by the

publishers; six months, $1.50; three months, $1.00.

Clubs.-Special rates for several names, and to Post

Masters. Write for particulars.

The safest way to remit is by Postal Order, Draft, or

Express Money Order. Money carefully placed inside

of envelopes, securely sealed, and correctly addressed,

seldom goes astray, but is at the sender's risk. Address

all letters and make all orders, drafts, etc., payable to

MUNN & Co., 361 Broadway, New York.

-O

Th iE

$rientific 3merican $upplement

This is a separate and distinct publication from The

SciENTIFIC AMERICAN, but is uniform therewithin size,

every number containing sixteen large pages full of en

gravings, many of which are taken from foreign papers

and accompanied with translated descriptions. The

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT is published week

ly, and includes a very wide range of contents. It pre

sents the most recent papers by eminent writers in all

the principal departments of Science and the Useful

Arts, embracing Biology, Geology, Mineralogy, Natural

History, Geography, Archaeology, Astronomy Chemus

try, Electricity, Light, Heat, Mechanical Engineering.

Steam and Railway Engineering, Mining, ship build-g,

Marine Engineering, Photography, Technology, Manu

facturing Industries, Sanitary Engineering, Agriculture,

Horticulture, Domestic Economy, Biography, Medicine,

etc. A vast amount of fresh and valuable information

obtainable in no other publication.

The most important Engineering Works, Mechanisms,

and Manufactures at home and abroad are illustrated

and described in the SUPPLEMENT.

Price for the SUPPLEMENT for the United States and

Canada, $5.00 a year; or one copy of the SCIENTIFICAM

ERICAN and one copy of the SUPPLEMENT, both mailed

for one yearfor$7.00. Single copies, 10 cents. Addressand

remit by postal order, express money order, or check,

MUNN & Co., 361 Broadway, New York,

Publishers SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

£uilding edition.

|

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ARCHITECTs’ AND

BUILDERS’ Edition is issued monthly. $2.50 a year.

Single copies, 25 cents. Forty large quarto pages, equal

to about two hundred ordinary book pages: forming a

large and splendid Magazine of Architecture, richly

adorned with elegant plates in colors, and with other fine

engravings; illustrating the most interesting examples

of modern architectural construction and allied subjects.

A special feature is the presentation in each number

of a variety of the latest and best plans for private rest

dences, city and country, including those of very mod

erate cost as well as the more expensive. Draw"ngs in

perspective and in color are given, together with full

Plans, Specifications, Sheets of Details, Estimates, etc.

The elegance and cheapness of this magnificent work

have won for it the Largest Circulation of any

Architectural publication in the world. Sold by all news

dealers. $2.50 a year. Remit to

MUNN & Co., Publishers,

361 Broadway, New York.

Steam! Steam!
Quality Higher, Price Lower.

For Strictly Cash, Complete Fixtures except Stack.

2-Horse Eureka Boiler and Engine, - $145

4- “ ** - - - - - 225

Other sizes at low prices. Before you buy get our prices.

B. W. PAYNE & 80NS,
Drawer sity. E1.MIRA. N. Y.

--~\\\ ** **

£

£15.7×.

*#

PRINTING: INKs
The_SciENTIFIC AMERICAN is printed with CHAS.

ENEU JOHNSON & Co.'s INk, Tenth and Lombard

8ts., Philadelphia, and 47 Rose St., opp. Duane, New York

ERA'ss -

COPPER TUBES.

SA: BRASS BRASS SN.K.S.R.

“Dividend Paying

eculation.
Investments.”

It will pay you if you have any money to invest, either large

or small sums, to send for pamphlet “Investment vs. Specu

lation." Free to any one mentioning this paper.

-Taylor & Rathvon, Boston, New York or Denver.

~t.
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